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SUMMARY
Following on from the excavation of a 17th century clamp kiln on the Group’s Broadwood
Project in 2003, the decision was taken to investigate a series of potential clamp kilns
across the area. Six potential kilns were excavated. Each site was chosen from initial
earthwork evidence. In addition, field surveying across the Yorkshire Dales revealed a
number of previously unknown sites, all now added to the Historic Environment Record;
while archival research was undertaken into early lime burning techniques.
It had been assumed, in the absence of reliable evidence, that the Broadwood kiln (photo
image top left on the front cover of this report) was probably unique as clamp kilns were
generally thought to have minimum form and structure. This project aimed to determine
if the assumption was valid.
Of the sites chosen five proved to have been lime kilns with the sixth, and last, site being
interpreted after excavation as a prehistoric storage pit.
All five sites fall into the same general typology: all have a circular bowl surrounded by
penannular banks with a funnel exit on the lower side, though the kiln at Site 3
(Threapland) had been modified while in use and damaged prior to excavation making
full interpretation of the funnel arrangement provisional. Dimensions of diameter and
depth were broadly similar at all sites. Four of the kilns had a stone-constructed stokehole, or feather, arrangement like the Broadwood kiln. The precise nature of bowl walls
varied from being clay lined to clay lined with stone revetting to fully stone clad,
suggesting a development of the sophistication of clamp kilns through time in the Dales.
The kiln with a stone-lined bowl (Threapland) provided firm archaeomagnetic dating
which corresponded closely with the Broadwood kiln, being late 17th century. Two kilns
(Newby Cote and Feizor) revealed partial, disarticulated horse burials within the stokehole. Neither set of bones showed any signs of pathology or severe butchery, and each set
contained the same set of bones. It was not the case that someone had disposed of an
inconvenient carcass in a convenient hole: both burials strongly suggest some sort of
post-abandonment ritual activity, seemingly unknown in the written record. Carbon
dating of the bones places these two kilns several decades earlier than other kilns in the
sample.
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1. INTRODUCTION
HISTORY OF THE PROJECT
The Sow Kilns Project grew out of the Ingleborough Archaeology Group’s Broadwood
project of 2003. The discovery by excavation of a late 17th century lime kiln (Johnson
2004) raised new questions about the form and technology of clamp kilns, and it was felt
that further field research was necessary to identify whether the Broadwood kiln was
unique in form.
The main compiler of this report has been recording what were thought to be sow kilns
for a number of years as part of a wider ongoing project of recording known lime kiln
sites across the Pennine Dales. It should be noted, though, that surface earthworks cannot
by themselves prove that they are lime kilns: they could equally well be potash or
chopwood kilns or elling hearths. Geophysical survey will confirm that a particular site is
a kiln, and the context within which a site is located can be suggestive, but only
excavation can determine its exact function. To date over 80 such sites have been
identified by field research (Fig. 1 and Appendix 2), though a systematic search has not
been undertaken. Table 1 shows the breakdown by civil parish, and Appendix 2 lists all
sites so far identified.
Table 1 Confirmed and Putative Clamp Kilns in the Survey Area

Parish
Addingham
Askwith
Austwick
Baildon
Bordley
Clapham
Colsterdale
Dent
Embsay with Eastby
Gargrave
Giggleswick
Grassington
Grinton
Halton East
Horton in Ribblesdale
Ilkley
Ingleton
Ireby
Lawkland
Leck
Malham Moor
Melmerby

Number of sites
2
1
7
1
1
10
2
5
2
1
4
3
4
1
2
6
9
4
7
1
1
1
7

Rathmell
Sedbergh
Settle
Stainforth
Thornton in Craven
Thornton in Lonsdale

1
2
4
6
1
4

Robert White, Senior Conservation Archaeologist with the Yorkshire Dales National Park
Authority, was approached for support for further research towards the end of 2004, and
the Group was pleased to receive a very positive response. Four putative clamp kiln sites
were selected in North Craven, within the Group’s survey area, for investigation by
excavation. A fifth site, at Cracoe, was added after a request from the landowner
concerned: farm equipment had inadvertently exposed the bowl of a buried lime kiln and
he asked for a rescue dig to be carried out. Criteria for selection of the original sites were:
1. ready access by vehicle for logistical reasons;
2. a geographical spread across the area to give more chance of encountering local
variations in design and construction of kilns;
3. earthwork evidence, together with a location on or near limestone outcrops,
increasing the chance of each kiln being a lime kiln.
Landowners and graziers were approached for permission to excavate, and all readily
agreed. Consent for two sites, lying within Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), was
sought, and received, from English Nature (now Natural England).
Vivienne Metcalf of ArcheType, a freelance archaeologist, was also approached with a
view to providing advice and monitoring for each excavation, though all excavation work
was undertaken by Group members.
The project design included the writing up of a full technical report on conclusion of the
excavation process.
Dates for the individual digs were decided upon and publicised to Group members.
Initial funding for the project was secured from two sources, both unsolicited. The
National Park Authority provided £700, and a very generous anonymous benefactor
donated £500.
Following the re-discovery of the place-name ‘Sowkiln Gil’, high on Stainton Moor
between Wensleydale and Swaledale, from the First Edition Ordnance Survey Six Inch
Series, and a site visit to see if the gill could be found and if any kiln earthwork was
apparent, a decision was made to investigate the site. As the gill lies within an armed
forces firing range, permission had to be sought from Defence Estates to both access the
moor and to excavate. With the support of Phil Abramson, Defence Estate’s Archaeology
Advisor, this was secured. Whereas only 50 per cent of all the previous kilns were
exposed by excavation, it was decided to fully expose this site in order to gain the full
8

picture. This part of the project was funded through the Yorkshire Dales Millennium
Trust
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of the Sow Kilns Project was to achieve a greater understanding of
the form and technology of clamp kilns (see below for a discussion of kiln typology) in
the light of the Broadwood kiln. The precise aims were focused on:
1. determining if the chosen kilns fit into the clamp kiln norm, such as it is;
2. determining whether each of the kilns was a lime kiln;
3. identifying the form and structure of each kiln;
4. determining if the form and structure of the Broadwood kiln are unique in North
Craven;
5. disseminating the results of the project in the form of a technical report, journal
articles and by public talks.
SITE LOCATIONS
All the chosen sites, except Sowkiln Gill, lie within the Craven District of North
Yorkshire which stretches from west of Ingleton through Settle to south of Skipton. Part
of Craven lies within the Yorkshire Dales National Park. The Broadwood kiln, excavated
in autumn 2003, lies within Thornton in Lonsdale civil parish just north of the centre of
Ingleton village. This kiln has the NGR SD6919 7348, and lies at an altitude of 130m
AOD.
The first of the kilns to be excavated as part of the current project, in 2005, lies within the
valley of Chapel le Dale which runs north-east from Ingleton. The kiln is sited at SD
7237 7625, adjacent to the bridge carrying Oddies Lane over Ullet Gill, at an altitude of
230m AOD. It lies within Ingleton civil parish.
Site 2 is located at the foot of open moorland, called Hagg, above the hamlet of Newby
Cote, 2km north-west of Clapham village, within that civil parish. There is a line of six
clamp kilns in close proximity to one another, at an altitude of 300m AOD, with three
more a short distance away. The original intention was to open up one kiln here (SD7366
7082) but good weather and a large number of diggers enabled a second kiln to be
investigated (SD7363 7083).
Site 3 took the form of a rescue excavation carried out at short notice on a site at
Threapland in Wharfedale, which became Trench 4. This kiln, at SD9862 6068, and at an
altitude of 210m AOD, lies within the parish of Cracoe.
Site 4 is just outside the hamlet of Feizor between Settle and Austwick in Lawkland civil
parish, in an area locally known as Feizor Nick. The kiln investigated is one of two close
to each other, at SD7887 6808, at an altitude of 260m AOD.
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Site 5 is high on Stainton Moor on the watershed between Wensleydale and Swaledale, in
Stainton civil parish, in a shallow and open west-east trending valley at an altitude of
350m AOD, at SE0871 9629.

2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
GEOLOGY
The underlying geology of North Craven is made extremely complex by the system of
tectonic faults known as the Craven Faults. The North and South Craven Faults run in a
north-west to south-east direction from Ingleton to Settle and beyond, with the two main
faults beginning to diverge between Clapham and Austwick, the divergence increasing
eastwards. Between these two prime faults, especially east of Austwick, is a shattered
Transition Zone containing many smaller faults, the most marked of which is the Feizor
Fault.
Site 1, in Chapel-le-Dale, is located just below the basal layer of the Carboniferous Great
Scar Limestone which forms the impressive scars and screes along the north side of the
valley. The kiln is sited on much older rocks, greywackes of the Ingletonian Group,
though there is a veneer of glacial till deposits overlying the bedrock. The kiln bowl was
dug into these deposits. The adjacent stream, Ullet Gill, rises as a spring at the interface
of Carboniferous and Ingletonian strata.
Site 2, Newby Cote, lies a short distance north of the North Craven Fault on Cove
Limestone, part of the same group of Carboniferous rocks as Site 1. The bedrock
outcrops in Cote Gill north of the excavation site and on Clapdale Scars a short distance
to the north-east. Much of the locality, known as Hagg, has a surface covering of glacial
till though the depth is minimal in the vicinity of the site.
Site 3, Threapland, north of Cracoe village, lies within the reef belt formed along the
southern edge of the Askrigg Block, later broken up into individual knolls by faulting
along the Middle Craven fault. The reef belt consists of coral-based limestone with
Bowland shales overlying in places.
Site 4, Feizor Nick, lies within the Transition Zone, adjacent to the Feizor Fault. Feizor
Nick is a dry limestone col between two areas of limestone pavement bounded by
extensive scars and screes. The limestone here is part of the Wensleydale Group
(formerly Yoredale Series) Hardraw Scar Limestone which outcrops mainly in
Wensleydale and is only exposed at Feizor by faulting.
Site 5, Sowkiln Gill, on Stainton Moor, lies within the Crow Limestone zone, which
consists of limestone strata containing significant chert content, overlying Millstone Grit.
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
Lime burning is known in Britain from the Roman period though nothing of that date has
been found in the Dales. The old adage may be relevant here: absence of evidence is not
necessarily evidence of absence. Even if lime had been burned in the area at that time, it
would probably have died out after the Roman withdrawal at the start of the 5th century
AD. The widely assumed collapse of the economy and of organised agriculture – if this is
what happened – would have removed the market for burnt lime. As far as is known, this
demand only began to grow again after the Norman Conquest, not for agriculture but for
mortar. The building of churches, monasteries and castles, and later stone bridges and
large houses, required vast amounts of lime mortar, plaster and limewash.
Medieval references to lime burning do exist for the periphery of the Dales, for example
in Kildwick, Otley and Richmond, and excavation of a moated site in Gargrave revealed
a lime kiln thought to date from the 12th or 13th centuries (Johnson 2002, 12-13). As far as
is currently understood, the application of lime on the land resumed in the early 16th
century as farmers of substance used every means available to raise the productivity of
their estates. Marl, a calcareous sand-clay mix, was dug in pits, for example to the north
of Bentham. A number of marl pits of unknown age can still be seen on the golf course.
Pigeon and animal dung, rags, ground bone and cow horn, were all applied to land to
improve soil fertility. Documentary evidence points to lime being burnt in Giggleswick
and Arncliffe, as two examples, in the first years of the 17th century, by which time the
practice was growing in importance (Johnson 2002, 15; WYAS, Wakefield, Hammond).
In some cases the limestone was quarried. In others, kilns were built at the foot of natural
scree slopes so stone merely had to be picked out and, if necessary, broken into smaller
pieces. In yet other cases within and around Craven stone was picked from a river bed:
this is known for Coverdale and Ickornshaw as well as from the Wharfe in the Ilkley and
Otley area. Hushing – the release of dammed up water to scour a hillside – was used to
expose limestone pieces in glacial till deposits at various sites south of the Dales where
there are no outcrops of limestone bedrock (Johnson, forthcoming).
In the case of the Broadwood site, the source of stone was proved to be the banks of an
adjacent Romano-British enclosure. The kiln had clearly been constructed there to exploit
the stone resource in those banks, rather than building it several hundred metres to the
north where limestone does outcrop naturally. It was, one must conclude, easier to pick
stone from the banks rather than quarrying it from the scar.
Kiln design
There are hundreds of field kilns peppered across the Dales and beyond. In the civil
parish of Ingleton, for instance, 38 sites have been identified, and in Hawes nearly 100,
and virtually every parish had field kilns, even if there was no local source of limestone.
Many have long since been dismantled to recycle the building stone, or have collapsed,
but a significant number have survived more or less intact. These stand out in the
fieldscape as stone-built structures with an arch in their front face and, usually, one bowl
at the top. The majority are depicted on the first edition of the Ordnance Survey Six Inch
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Series produced around the 1850s, and therefore they must pre-date that time. It can be
assumed as a rule of thumb that stone-built field kilns date from the period 1750 to 1850.
This was the time when agricultural output was being boosted beyond recognition by the
enclosure of common land, by the efforts of the Board of Agriculture formed in 1793, by
the planning and labour of landowners and tenants keen to increase the profitability of
their estates and, not least, by the need to make the country self-sufficient in food in order
to negate the effects of naval blockades against Britain during the Napoleonic Wars
(Johnson 2002, 18). It should be emphasised, however, that the picture is much more
complex than this short summary might suggest, and this writer is engaged, based at
Lancaster University, in detailed archival research into lime burning across the whole
area.
Prior to the Broadwood excavation no reliable evidence was available for the Dales, or
indeed for much of the country, as to the form of lime kilns that pre-dated the period
highlighted above. If any early kilns have been investigated, the results have not been
disseminated; and the Gargrave kilns mentioned earlier provided minimal evidence of
their construction. It has been generally assumed that early – ie pre-late 18th century –
kilns were clamp or sod kilns, the most primitive being referred to by researchers as sow
kilns. A contemporary, casual, reference by a traveller throws light on the nature of clamp
kilns in use in the North Pennines (Pococke 1914, 212). Richard Pococke, Bishop of
Ossory in Ireland, wrote a letter to his sister, dated 17 May 1760, from Haltwhistle, in
which he noted:
‘They make here a small round pile of wood and place limestone round it, cover it
over with sods; sett the wood on fire and supply fuel until it is sufficiently burnt,
and this commonly on the spot they want to manure; …’
An early observer who wrote a treatise on husbandry provides us with a first-hand
description of a clamp kiln, though he does not say what type of kiln it was; he does not
give it an actual name (Mortimer 1712, 68). He describes a pit being dug, round or
square, with the size depending on how much limestone was at hand to be burned. The
pit, or bowl, narrowed towards the bottom and was lined with limestone blocks. Near the
base of the bowl an entrance was made. Layers of stone and fuel were laid horizontally
with fuel forming the topmost layer. It was then lit and allowed to burn for up to 60
hours. This seems to be describing a structure very similar to those excavated in this
project, but he gives no hints whether what he was looking at was a temporary, single use
kiln or one intended to perform multiple burns.
William Marshall, perhaps the most reliable agricultural commentator of his time,
observed temporary clamp kilns in use in the Highlands of Scotland, from which lime and
sods together were stripped once the burn was complete (Marshall 1794, 36). This seems
to closely correlate with George Jobey’s excavation findings.
Clamp kilns that survive as earthworks take the form of ‘low ring-mounds of hut-circle
size … representative of the mound after digging out the lime’ (Jobey 1966, 37). Jobey
describes ‘sow’ kilns in the North-East as a temporary and ‘primitive’ way of burning
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lime, and refers to them as a ‘lowly’ form of kiln in which ‘it is clear that locally no stone
was used’ to build them. Indeed, he agreed with Ure, a 19th century writer, that sow kilns
were formed by ‘scooping out a circular hollow on the hillside with one side of the circle
open to the fall of the hill’ (Hunt & Rudler 1878). Ure, originally publishing in 1828, had
written that ‘limestone used to be calcined in a very rude kiln’ in a manner that was
‘relatively inconvenient and ineffectual’. The dimensions noted by Ure do not seem to
correlate closely with kilns excavated in this project, as Ure’s stated diameter of 3m to
4.5m and depth of 1.2m to 1.5m are both greater than in the excavated kilns.
Some years later J.M.Wilson (1849, 187) noted that clamp kilns were still in use.
A similar structure was excavated in Gower in 1980. This kiln took the form of a
‘penannular bank of earth and stone 3.8m across, enclosing a 30cm deep bowl scarped
into the slope, with a flue …’ (Ward 1983, 177). The surface of the bank was
consolidated with stone and the kiln was described as having a ‘more formal
construction’ than a mere scoop in the ground but in depth it was smaller than the sites in
this project (Ward 1983, 178). His kiln was given a tentative early 19th century date, and
was described by Ward as a ‘sod lime kiln’.
There are occasional references in archival estate papers to the use of sod kilns. In
October 1782, as an example, the accounts for the Coverdale Estate include a payment to
W. Stephenson ‘for Burning Sod Kill 13s. 6d’. (NYCRO. ZQH 4/8). The accounts for
the Swinton Park Estate west of Masham refer to the construction of a new sod kiln in
1773 to test the quality of limestone in a small outcrop above Colsterdale prior to the
enclosing of moorland in that area (NYCRO. ZS*). In fact there are the remains of two
such kilns which are more or less of Jobey’s hut circle size rather than of the Craven
clamp kiln size. The Garth Day Books, from a farm estate in Upper Swaledale, note that
the day’s work on 4 June 1851 was ‘making sod lime kiln in Low Pasture’ (Barker MSS).
A ground survey in 1998-99 of a former limestone quarrying area in Meikle Corseford
near Johnstone, south-west of Glasgow, located 27 horseshoe type clamp kilns within the
quarry in use from the 1770s, the kilns being recognised as U-shaped hollows dug into
the slope (Nisbet 1999).
A modern reference book provides a definition of clamp or sod kilns (Jones 1996,
225).They are described as ‘primitive kilns of the early 1700s, known as pie-, sod- or pot
kilns … little more than stone-lined shallow holes in the ground with a short, roughly
built stone chimney to create some draught’ with burnt lime being raked out ‘through an
opening left at the front of the kiln’. Whether this definition was based on secondary
sources or on excavation is not stated.
More recently there has been lively discussion by interested researchers regarding the
development of a meaningful typology for lime kilns (see, for example, Leach 1999, 5;
and Trueman 2000, 4). The final word, so far, remains that provided by English
Heritage’s Monuments Protection Programme Step 1 Report on the industry (Trueman
1996). This assigns sow kilns to the clamp type of lime kiln which had no ‘permanent
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superstructure’ with sides that ‘may have been built up slightly with earth and/or rough
stone walling’ with a ‘flue incorporated in the base of the mound’ (Trueman 1996, 15). In
particular, sow or sod kilns were seen as being small and round, and only three were
noted as having been excavated – by Jobey, by Ward and a 17th century example by
Dakin in Peterborough. This latter kiln was 3.61m in diameter built of ‘stout blocks of …
limeston’” (Dakin 1968). The floor was composed of undisturbed clay and across the
floor was ‘what appeared to be a much disturbed rectangular channel … the vertical side
pieces supporting horizontal cappings’. This sounds very much like the stoke hole
arrangement in the Broadwood, Chapel-le-Dale, Newby Cote Trench 3 and Feizor kilns.
Several recent, large-scale, PPG 16-driven excavations elsewhere in the country have
revealed further information on early lime kilns. Construction of a major gas pipeline
from Pannal north of Leeds to Kellet north of Lancaster, reaching Settle by the end of
2006, cut an easement swathe 25m in width through Craven. At the time of writing this
report nine early lime kilns had been identified from the archaeological watching brief,
with most having been excavated and confirmed as lime kilns. A full report on these sites
will be produced by the contractors, Network Archaeology of Lincoln at the end of the
project (Stuart Noon, pers. comm.). Archaeological investigation in advance of
residential development at Barrow upon Soar in Leicestershire, also in 2006, revealed a
large number of buried lime kilns that fitted into four distinct types, Type 1 consisting of
six round clamp kilns and Type 2 eight horseshoe clamp kilns. Again, a report is being
compiled by the contractors Northamptonshire Archaeology (Danny McAree, pers.
comm.). A watching brief at All Saints Church in Rothbury, Northumberland, uncovered
what may be a medieval lime kiln within the churchyard which was considered to be the
‘most significant archaeological feature’ of the excavation process (Stewart and Kruse
2006, 9). As with the other recent work summarised here, post-excavation work is still in
progress so full results are not yet available. All these projects will undoubtedly add
valuable evidence to building up a fuller picture of early lime kiln technology.
Clamp kilns do have some supporting documentary evidence within the Dales. A 19th
century place-name ‘Sowkiln Gill’ was noted from Stainton Moor above Swaledale in the
north-east corner of the Dales and, as explained earlier, a site visit located a classic clamp
kiln earthwork. Close by, in an adjoining gill, was a second circular earthwork that did
not have any obvious flue but did have two burnt blocks of stone in its internal facing. An
entry in a farm day book for a family in upper Swaledale on 4 June 1851 notes ‘making
sod limekiln in Low Pasture’ (Barker MSS); and the references detailed earlier to the
Coverdale and Colsterdale sod kilns build up the body of local knowledge. Instances
such as these reinforce the view long held by this writer that sod kilns were in use
probably discontinuously from the Roman period almost to within living memory, and
that the basic technology hardly changed over that long period of time, notwithstanding
gradual improvements to kiln design and efficiency. Sod or clamp kilns were relatively
quick and easy to build, and thus cheaper, when compared to a free-standing stone-built
kiln.
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The following basic points can be made about clamp kilns from the preceding discussion:
1. clamp kiln technology was in use for many centuries;
2. clamp kilns were simple in design, unsophisticated and even crude or primitive;
3. they may or may not have had stone-lined bowl walls and stoke-hole arrangements;
4. they may well have been temporary or single-use structures;
5. the technology is known from various parts of the country;
6. the term ‘sod’ kiln was in vernacular usage in the Dales in the 19th century for
lime kilns;
7. no sod kiln had been excavated and published within the Yorkshire Dales.
8. no one can say with certainty what a generic sod or sow kiln really is.
The project intended to comment on these points (see Discussion section).

3. METHODOLOGY
RESEARCH
Extensive archival searches were carried out for any previous written work on clamp
kilns in the Yorkshire Dales and adjacent areas. A trawl was also undertaken of aerial
photograph collections to see if any individual kilns had been surveyed by air. Both
searches proved to be negative.
An unsystematic field survey is in progress to locate and record possible clamp kiln sites
across the Dales. This has operated on an ad hoc basis as there are no previous check lists
to work from.
A geophysical survey by members of the Group showed up clear signals for most of the
kilns in the project, as detailed below.
TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY
For three of the sites (Ullet Gill in Chapel-le-Dale, Newby Cote and Feizor Nick) a full
topographical survey was carried out using a Zeiss-Elta R55 Total Station prior to
excavation of the kilns. Attempts were made to enter data directly into a tablet computer
using Penmap software but were only finally successful at Feizor owing to a number of
teething problems with the tablet computer. However, the full data were downloaded
from the Total Station in the first two cases and entered by hand into Penmap to produce
the following results. The site at Threapland was not surveyed as part of the kiln had
already been destroyed by farm activities.
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SITE 1: CHAPEL-LE-DALE
Preliminary Note
In addition to the survey of the kiln at Ullet Gill a full survey was taken of the premedieval settlement which is a prominent feature of the site (Fig. 2): the survey plot
shows the excavated kiln and two other nearby clamp kilns. Interestingly, the settlement
survey showed a much greater complexity than that indicated on Ordnance Survey maps.

Excavated area

Fig.2 Chapel-le-Dale, Site 1, Plan of kiln
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SITE 2: NEWBY COTE

Fig.3 Newby Cote, Site 2, Plan of kilns and attendant quarry

A detailed survey of the excavated kiln at Site 2 is not appended since deturfing had
already begun before surveying started. This did not pose any great problem as the
context of the kiln (Kiln 2 above) and its relationship to the quarry and the other nearby
kilns are the key features which needed to be surveyed and recorded. This is clearly
shown above (Fig. 3).
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SITE 4: FEIZOR NICK
At Feizor Nick the decision was taken to produce a hachured drawing from the survey
data rather than a contoured drawing (Fig. 4). The drawback of contoured drawings
produced by Penmap is distortion introduced by interpolation of the contours at the
boundaries of the surveyed area. This drawback can be overcome in future by taking
artificial boundaries of the site well outside the immediate area of interest.

Fig.4 Feizor Nick, Site 4, Plan of kiln
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Fig.5 Chapel-le-Dale, Site 1, plan of prehistoric settlement

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY
All the surveys were carried out using a Geoscan Fluxgate Gradiometer model FM36.
Readings were logged at half metre by half metre spacing, and the same colour-scale bar
was used for all sites. The plots of five of the Newby Cote kilns and the Chapel-le-Dale
kiln show the horseshoe morphology typical of clamp kilns, representing the burnt area
around the bowl lining. The features at Feizor and Sowkiln Gill and the sixth kiln at
Newby Cote were less clearly defined but were still apparent as kiln-like structures from
the visible earthworks. Excavation of the Feizor kiln revealed only a very small amount
of burning to the bowl but it was clearly a lime kiln from other excavation evidence. The
survey of the Sowkiln Gill site showed no evidence of a burnt bowl, the slightly higher
readings within what was initially thought to be the bowl being the result of a
considerable depth of inwash humic material. Excavation confirmed the geophysics
findings.
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No excavation was carried out on the sixth kiln at Newby Cote but the physical remains
of this feature are identical to the other five kilns and its position relative to them is
strong evidence of its being a lime kiln. The lack of a strong trace at this kiln may be due
to later disturbance to the kiln or may reflect limited use of the kiln.
From the combined results of excavation and geophysical surveying it is almost certainly
valid to conclude that clamp kilns in the Yorkshire Dales are well defined structures and,
in the few instances where this is not the case, it would seem reasonable to look for other
interpretations of the feature in question, as with the Sowkiln Gill site. Conversely, the
lack of a strong geophysics trace does not necessarily rule out interpretation as a kiln.
TRENCH RECORDING
Recording of all excavations followed the Group’s context recording system based on
that used by the Centre for Archaeology of English Heritage, using context record,
photographic record, sample and object record pro-forma sheets. A comprehensive
photographic record of colour 35mm slides and digital colour images was compiled. All
excavations were planned, and trench sections drawn, by hand. All samples and objects
were taken for post-excavation analysis to the York Archaeological Trust.
EXCAVATION METHODOLOGY
The series of initial excavations was spread out over the summer months of 2005 to allow
sufficient follow-up time between each dig. The Chapel-le-Dale dig was scheduled first
to fit in with the wishes of the farmer concerned. The Feizor dig was re-scheduled and
brought forward because the original dates were too close to the Group’s Kingsdale
Project excavation in September. The Stainton Moor kiln was excavated in April 2006.
It was the intention from the outset to carry out all tasks on site by hand, avoiding the use
of any machinery, including de-turfing and backfilling. Excavation was carried out using
100mm pointing hand trowels, hand shovels and buckets, with the occasional use of a
mattock on compacted material. Spoil from within the kiln bowls was sieved where it
showed potential for providing dating material; sections and plans were measured and
drawn up in the conventional manner using a square drawing frame, drawing boards,
tapes, plumbline, pegs and cord.
Weather conditions on all the excavations in 2005 were favourable with no rain at all.
Most days were dry, bright or sunny, and generally mild to warm. There were no
weather-induced problems at all. On the Stainton Moor dig weather conditions were also
generally favourable.
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ARCHIVE
A comprehensive archive has been compiled. The paper archive is stored at the
Ingleborough Community Centre in Ingleton, and it can be accessed by arrangement with
the Centre Manager. Artefacts have also been deposited there.

4. EXCAVATION RESULTS
See Appendix 1 for Context Descriptions
SITE 1: CHAPEL-LE-DALE
Narrative
Plan reference nos. 1500 and 1501
Section drawing reference nos. 1502, 1503 and 1504.
This clamp kiln is centred on NGR SD72399 76227, and it appeared on the ground as a
penannular depression cut into the hillslope adjacent to Ullet Gill. On the lower side of
the depression there was a funnelled entrance through the surrounding banking.
The original intention was to open up a trench encompassing 50 per cent of the structure,
extending outwards on three sides to allow investigation of the banking as well as the
bowl. Thus Trench 1 was marked out, extending 6m in length on a west-north-west to
east-south-east axis, and 3m in width. The western half of the bowl was selected owing to
the very high readings obtained from the pre-excavation magnetometry survey (Fig. 6).
As excavation proceeded the decision was taken to extend the trench with a 1m by
500mm cut on the eastern side to expose the entire flue entrance, and at the south-east
corner of the trench with a 500mm by 500mm extension to permit investigation of a
circular pit.
Apart from topsoil (100), all material removed from the trench was sieved adjacent to the
trench, and a sample of limestone pieces found within the kiln was measured and
weighed on site.
It was apparent from pre-excavation examination of the earthwork, and from
measurement within the trench, that the unexcavated half of the kiln was identical to that
excavated. Figure 7 is a possible reconstruction of the complete kiln in cross-section and
plan form.
Removal of 100 revealed a rubble spread (101) which covered most of the trench, having
a maximum of 90 per cent stone content. The density of the rubble was lowest above the
rear of the kiln (the west part of the trench) and highest below the front of the bowl (the
south-east corner). The rubble was predominantly sandstone with evidence of burnt
sandstone, burnt soil and burnt lime within it. The rubble layer was not excavated further
but it seemed to have been compacted and deliberately laid down to a depth of 170mm
where it abutted onto the kiln bowl.
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The concentrated nature of the rubble spread below the kiln front, and the material found
embedded within it, are taken to suggest that this was the kiln bed – the area where stone
was prepared for filling the kiln, or where burnt lime was unloaded from the bowl, both
of these tasks requiring a firm and dry surface. An alternative hypothesis derives from
the fact that the rubble spread was firmest and densest below the kiln front where the
ground began to slope away from the kiln. If the lime had been taken away by cart or
sled, it would have made sense to have backed it up to the bowl at that point for ease of
loading, which was obviously done manually. This, too, would have required a firm
surface. The presence within 101 of burnt lime and other material, and of coal, provides
supporting evidence that the rubble spread was a working surface of some sort.
When the kiln was first constructed a cut (108) was scooped into the original slope to
form a bowl-shaped hollow within which a stone lining was laid. The bowl was built
with a face set at an angle of 40 degrees. Much of the stone lining had been robbed out,
presumably after the kiln was abandoned, but some coursed and burnt sandstone blocks
were found in situ on the back wall of the bowl. When excavated, the bowl was found to
be faced with random and uncoursed stone blocks (102), mainly sandstone but with some
limestone, that have been interpreted as an inner lining or bank revetment. None of these
blocks showed any signs of having been burnt or subjected to great heat, hence the
supposition that the bowl had a facing of fire-resistant sandstone, as seen on the back
wall.
The diameter of the bowl, at the rim, was computed at 2m, the excavated radius being
1m. The depth from rim to kiln floor was 900mm. The base of the bowl (109) was flat
and consisted of gritty, compacted material interpreted as pro- or post-glacial lacustrine
deposits, though this remains a tentative conclusion as the floor was not taken up: it is
possible the base was laid as a compacted bed onto natural material.
Extending from the south-east face of the bowl was a carefully constructed flue (105) that
extended 720mm from the outer edge of the bowl. The flue was 300mm to 350mm in
width, aligned west-north-west to east-south-east, and was lined on both sides with
random, uncoursed sandstone blocks. Where the flue abutted onto the kiln bowl there
was a massive rock slab at each side, carefully placed, presenting an almost vertical face
to the flue inner. The slab on the south-west side measured 500mm by 500mm while its
north-east counterpart was 560mm wide by 400mm deep. The floor of the flue was
composed of hard-packed yellowish clay.
The flue was completely full, from top to bottom and end to end, with a deposit
consisting of 80 per cent coarse material, the residue from kiln firings, that were
predominantly dark reddish grey with orange flecking, suggesting burning, and contained
burnt lime and burnt sandstone as well as coal and charcoal. The deposit was interpreted
as backfill after the kiln was abandoned.
Extending in a linear manner beyond the flue entrance was a rake-out area (106), the
floor of which sloped gently down from the level of the flue. It terminated in what
appeared to be a circular, stone-lined pit that was partially exposed in the south-east
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trench extension. If it was indeed circular it would have a diameter of 800mm. Its depth
was ascertained at 400mm below present ground level. This pit was also totally full of
the same backfill material as the rake-out area and flue.
The bowl itself was partially filled to a depth of 400mm with a friable and dark reddish
brown deposit with flecking of orange burnt material, small pieces of part-burned
limestone, and fragments of ash and coal. The bowl had been deliberately backfilled after
abandonment rather than having silted up by natural slope processes.
Running across the centre of the bowl was a stone-built structure (104) interpreted as a
stoke-hole (Fig. 8). This was the means by which airflow into the bowl could be
maintained, and it also achieved separation of waste ash from burnt lime. It was a
substantial structure with an outermost slab forming a lintel 650mm in length. The stokehole had been constructed with sides made of sandstone blocks capped with limestone
slabs, giving a culvert-like appearance. Spaces between the slabs and blocks permitted
ingress of air to the bowl but precluded collapse of burnt lime into the “culvert”. The
interior of the stoke hole was the same width as the external flue, with a depth of 600mm.
It was the very scale and strength of the stoke hole that caused the kiln’s dismantlers to
leave the lining on the back wall intact where the stoke hole abutted onto it.
The interior of the stoke hole was completely choked with material left from the kiln’s
final firing. It was not backfill. When the kiln was fired for the last time, the lime
drawer(s) did not bother to rake it out. The material consisted of a mixture of burnt lime
and ash which was quite well compacted, and which gave an insight into the difficulties
the lime drawers would have faced raking it clean after each firing episode.
Discussion
As outlined above the body of knowledge on early modern lime kilns nationally is scant.
Few have been excavated and, to the present writer’s understanding, there has been no
systematic study of clamp kilns, certainly in the North. Over 80 sites are now known
from the Dales and almost all conform to a general pattern: penannular banks around a
shallow bowl with a funnelled entrance on the lower, downslope face. Almost all are dug
into a hillslope or banking; the majority have a diameter of 2-3m at ground level and a
depth to the turf cover of 800mm to 1200mm. What they are like under the turf covering
is an unknown quantity, and none had been fully investigated until the Broadwood kiln
was found in 2003.
As stated in the technical report for the Broadwood Project (Johnson 2004, 42) there were
many unknowns: structure and form of clamp kilns, ratio of stone to fuel, size of stone
packed in a kiln, airflow methodology, dating. Comprehensive study of that particular
kiln has allowed most of those issues to be addressed.
It has to be said that there was no expectation whatsoever that the Chapel-le-Dale kiln
would be so similar to the Broadwood kiln. The reality, however, is that we now had two
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kilns to compare. To enable close comparison with the Broadwood kiln and sites 2 to 5 in
this project, the same format will be adopted for detailing kiln characteristics.
Size
The bowl top had a diameter of 2m and depth was 900mm from rim top to base. These
measurements put this kiln within the range of dimensions of supposed clamp kilns in
Craven. It is also remarkably similar to the Broadwood kiln which was 2.20m in diameter
and 900mm deep. The flue of the Chapel-le-Dale kiln, at 720mm in length, is exactly half
the length of the Broadwood flue (1.42m) but the widths and depths were very similar.
The Chapel-le-Dale flue was built more massively than the Broadwood flue.
Structure
The Chapel-le-Dale bowl was found mostly unlined though there was evidence, as
presented above, that it had been lined with coursed sandstone. The angle of the bowl
wall, at 40 degrees, was identical to that at Broadwood. What the kiln was like above
ground level remains a mystery, as with all other clamp kilns. The massive size of the
outermost lintel at the front of the kiln, where stoke hole and flue met, might suggest that
this kiln supported some sort of superstructure, but this is pure speculation.
The circular pit beyond the rake-out area proved to be rather enigmatic. Was it an ash pit,
perhaps? If so, it was rather small and would have been difficult to empty. In addition,
why would an ash pit be needed when the waste ash could have simply been raked
downslope. Was it for the lime drawer to stand in when raking out or poking through the
flue and stoke hole? This task would have required a very long tool and the easiest way to
work with it might have been for the workman to stand at a lower level than the flue
itself. One tool that was used for raking ash out of a fire or furnace was called a scummer,
which had a long iron handle and a ladle at the business end. It would make sense to have
stood in a pit when using such a tool. It is also worth noting that the length of the rake-out
area to the pit (outside the kiln bowl) was very similar to the length of the stoke hole
within the bowl, supporting the notion that the pit could have been for standing in.
Airflow
In any kiln, whatever it is firing, there has to be airflow into the bowl, otherwise the fire
will be starved of oxygen and will go out. It is known from documentary sources that the
rate of burn had to be carefully controlled to guarantee the requisite quality of end
product. Too much oxygen would cause it to burn through much too quickly and the
converse would lead to only part burned lime, ‘dead burned’ lime in lime drawers’
parlance.
Also vital for a successful burn was some method by which burning material was
prevented from collapsing into an amorphous mass at the bottom of the bowl, a process
known to lime burners as ‘scaffolding’. The Chapel-le-Dale kiln had such an
arrangement, the stoke-hole (which historically was sometimes called a ‘feather’), to
allow both ingress of air and to prevent scaffolding. It was remarkably similar to the one
revealed at Broadwood, though the latter was cruder and less well put together.
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Raw material
Whereas the Broadwood kiln was completely full of limestone and lime in varying states
of burn and over-burn, the Chapel-le-Dale kiln had been emptied after its final firing.
Providentially, enough raw material (unburnt limestone) had survived in the postabandonment backfill of the bowl (103).
All the pieces were visually examined as they came out of the kiln and all had the same
rounded and well weathered characteristics. They had not been picked from the bed of
Ullet Gill because this tiny and intermittently flowing stream does not have the length
from source or the power to have rounded off stones within it. Neither did the stone come
from the scars and screes north of the site: it was all far too rounded, and stone on scars
and screes is invariably angular. The inescapable conclusion is that the raw material – at
least in the kiln’s last firing episode – was won from the ground near to the kiln. It was
picked out of the glacial till overburden or from the banks of the adjacent enclosure. In
this respect, the source of raw material was the same as at Broadwood.
To enable comparison with Broadwood’s raw material, a representative and systematic
sample of stone was selected from the stockpile for examination. A total of 100 stones
were measured on their long axis to determine the range of sizes and mean size (Fig. 9a).
The results were staggering. Of the sample 29 per cent fell between 80mm and 99mm in
length compared to 28.69 per cent at Broadwood. At Chapel-le-Dale 73 per cent fell
between 60mm and 119mm compared to 69.85 per cent at Broadwood. None was greater
than 180mm (2.29 per cent at Broadwood), and none was less than 40mm (3.74 per cent
at Broadwood). Mean long axis length was 92.50mm compared to 92mm at Broadwood.
The entire sample was also weighed to ascertain mean weight. In the Chapel le Dale kiln
mean weight was found to be 344g which contrasts with Broadwood’s 482g (Fig. 9b).
Perhaps the respective lime burners were more concerned with the physical size of stone
added to the kiln rather than with what the stones might have weighed.
Fuel
Some indications of the type of fuel used were gathered during excavation. Fragments of
coal were found in the rubble spread (101), within the backfill of the bowl (103) and of
the flue (110). Fragments of charcoal were recovered from the flue interior, as well as a
compacted lump of limeash which contained charcoal and remains of smallwood. The
small size of this wood indicates that it was used as kindling for the last firing of the kiln.
The sample was examined by Steven Allen of the York Archaeological Trust and found
to be very broken up roundwood charcoal, probably of a Salix (willow) species
(Appendix 4). Fragments of roundwood charcoal were also recovered from the interior of
the stoke hole (107), and similarly examined. These also proved to be Salix spp. with
three annual rings, which had been cut down in the summer months.
Dating evidence
The kiln did produce a number of finds but nothing that could give a reliable date for the
kiln’s last usage. Whereas the Broadwood kiln’s last firing was dated to the second half
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of the 17th century by archaeomagnetic techniques, the surviving stonework of the
Chapel-le-Dale kiln was felt to be too disturbed for this method to work.
Sufficient quantities of ash and charcoal were recovered, and bagged, for radiocarbon
dating but this technique cannot generally give reliable results for post-medieval material,
which also precludes dating of the kindling material. The material recovered proved to be
unsuitable for dating.
Fragments of mammal teeth and mandible were found within the flue entrance (105) and
backfill (110) (Appendix 3). These were identified by York Archaeological Trust’s
osteoarchaeologist Charlie Dean as sheep or goat, but they were too degraded for detailed
analysis or radiocarbon dating.
The similarities between this kiln and the Broadwood kiln in terms of style, construction
and scale, might suggest that the two were contemporary.

SITE 2: NEWBY COTE
Narrative
Plan reference nos. Trench 2: 1505, 1506, 1508; Trench 3: 1510, 1511, 1512, 1513
Section drawing reference nos. Trench 2: 1507, 1509, 1515; Trench 3: 1512A, 1514.
These clamp kilns are centred on NGR SD7366 7082 and SD7363 7083. Both kilns, and
the four others adjacent to them, appear on the ground as penannular depressions cut into
the natural banking parallel to the intake headwall at the foot of an area of moorland
known as The Hagg. On the lower, south side of each depression is a funnelled entrance
into each bowl. The two kilns investigated were selected owing to the strength and clarity
of the magnetometer printout (Fig. 10).
A trench was laid out over one of the kilns (Trench 2) with a further trench (Trench 3)
laid out across the other chosen kiln a day later. Trench 2 was marked out extending 4m
in length by 2m in width. This trench was designed to expose 50 per cent of the kiln,
namely the eastern half, on a north-north-east to south-south-west alignment. Trench 3
was marked out across the central part of the second selected kiln, and it measured 2m in
length by 1m in width, aligned north-east to south-west.
The rationale behind the location and size of the two trenches was to minimise the area of
each kiln that would be affected, excavation by definition being a destructive process. It
was hoped to gain an adequate understanding of the first kiln by excavating half of it and
by assuming the unexcavated part would be a mirror image. The aim of the second
excavation, in Trench 3, was different. The magnetometer printout shows a clear, curving
form within the bowl: Trench 3 was laid across the centre of the kiln, from the funnel
entrance, to investigate what the curving feature represented.
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Because of the nature of material removed from each trench, sieving of material was
deemed unnecessary, and only small quantities of limestone pieces (kiln fill) were
recovered, insufficient for any meaningful statistical analysis.
TRENCH 2
Removal of topsoil (200) revealed a rubble spread (201), 300mm in thickness, with 85
per cent stone content. The rubble spread was not uniform across the entire trench but
was concentrated in an arc aligned from south-south-west through east to north-northeast, with the least stone in the south-west and north-east corners of the trench. The stone
was predominantly sandstone with some unburnt and burnt limestone.
It is difficult to be definite here, but it is not felt that this rubble spread was the remains of
the kiln bed or loading platform. The likelihood is that the spread represents random
backfilling of the kiln bowl after it had been abandoned.
When the kiln was constructed a cut (210) was dug into the existing banking, and the
material thus removed was piled up around the edge of the scoop. The resulting feature
was a bowl-shaped hollow with raised banks on the south-east and south-west aspects of
the bowl. This bowl does not seem to have been lined with stone but rather was finished
with a layer of compacted clay different in colour, texture and consistency from natural
material in the vicinity. The angle of the bowl wall was 40 degrees from the horizontal.
The bowl diameter was computed at about 2.5m with a depth from rim to kiln floor
exceeding 1.50m. The kiln base (211) was laid on limestone bedrock with some
compacted clay, and was uneven rather than being flat.
As excavation proceeded into the bowl backfills below 201, identifying the kiln’s form
proved somewhat problematical. What at first appeared to be a linear, external flue was
eventually interpreted as a ‘red herring’! The degree of backfilling after the kiln’s
abandonment made interpretation difficult. The ultimate conclusion was that some of the
backfill had been dumped on top of the disparate rake-out area that consisted, at depth, of
gritty, red or brown burnt material. The rake-out area (204 and 206) seemed to abut
against the kiln frontage.
The kiln bowl had been backfilled, as stated above, but the lower layers consisted of kiln
fill, ie the residue of actual firing episodes. This fill can be conveniently divided into four
distinct zones. The uppermost (202), immediately below the backfill layer (201), was a
mixture of backfilled soil and burnt material from kiln firings. This had a depth of
130mm. Burnt sandstone and burnt limestone pieces were embedded within 202, and
finds included two wire objects and a heavily encrusted metal object, which was x-rayed
by Steven Allen of YAT and found to be a nail of early modern date (17th or 18th century)
(Appendix 4).
Below 202 was another layer (203), of similar depth, interpreted as residue from kiln
firings. This material was reddish brown in colour and strongly affected by burning. It
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contained some burnt limestone. The next layer (205) varied in thickness from 50mm to
250mm and was predominantly burnt lime and ash, interpreted as residue of the last
firing, ie material not scraped from the kiln when it was emptied for the last time.
Below 205 was a context (209), varying from 50mm to 330mm in thickness, that covered
the bowl floor and was seen clearly in section. It actually consisted of a number of subcontexts, six in all (Fig. 11):
209a 60mm thick
b 25
c 50
d 25
e 25
f 35

black in colour
reddish with white lime
black
reddish with white lime
black
reddish with white lime, with this being the base layer.

These sub-contexts possibly make up the residue from the first three firings of the kiln,
the burnt lime alternating with other burnt material and charcoal.
Running across the floor of the kiln were the remnants of the kiln stoke-hole. It had
clearly been dismantled and the cap stones removed, though some side footings were still
in situ. Internal width of the stoke hole was 500mm and height 400mm. The design of the
stoke-hole was quite different from both the Broadwood and Chapel-le-Dale kilns in
which the stoke hole and external flue were horizontal and at the same level within and
without the bowl. In Trench 2 the base of the stoke-hole raked uphill from the bowl floor
at an angle of 10.5 degrees. It is difficult to see how burnt lime residue and ash could
have been raked out from the within the stoke-hole, given the angle of slope. It can only
have been used for ventilating the kiln, to allow ingress of oxygen to feed the fire. The
remaining portion of side wall supports this notion. In the two previous kilns excavated
the interior of the stoke-hole was choked with lime and ash which had percolated inside
the stoke-hole through gaps in the capping stones and side stones. Obviously, these stokeholes had to be cleaned out after every firing. The side wall of the Trench 2 stoke-hole
had no such gaps: the blocks abutted tightly against each other thereby preventing lime
ash getting inside. If this had also been the case with the cap stones – and we do not have
the evidence – then the stoke-hole would not have needed raking out. However, there had
to have been some spaces between the stones to allow air into the bowl.
As stated, the stoke-hole and flue had been deliberately and carefully dismantled after the
kiln had gone out of use. This was done for a very specific reason: part of a horse had
been buried within it. The bones had been covered up carefully with burnt lime and other
material, then with large stones – possibly the feather cap stones – and then a layer of
large stone rubble (207) only found in that part of the trench above the burial.
Discussion
This kiln fits into the clamp kiln pattern described earlier, having a penannular form
scooped out of a natural banking. When excavated, it had certain characteristics in
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common with the Broadwood and Chapel-le-Dale sites: a bowl and the remnants of a
stoke-hole. There were also distinct differences, as outlined in the following sections.
Size
The bowl at the top had a diameter of 2.5m, 20 per cent greater than the other two kilns
mentioned. It is, however, within the range of sizes known for postulated clamp kilns in
Craven. Its depth of 1.50m makes it substantially deeper, by 60 per cent. Because the
Trench 2 kiln had been dismantled after abandonment, it was not possible to determine
the length of the flue or the stoke-hole.
Structure
This kiln had a bowl which appeared not to have been lined with stone. The wall
consisted of compacted clay set onto the underlying surface which was natural material
along the lower part of the bowl and re-deposited natural material higher up the bowl, on
the kiln banks. The angle of the bowl ‘wall’, at 40 degrees from the horizontal, was the
same as at Broadwood and Chapel-le-Dale.
The kiln floor was natural material, and was greater in extent than in the previous two
kilns.
Airflow
The Trench 2 kiln had had a stoke-hole arrangement within the bowl, built of sandstone
blocks with a stone capping, only one stone of which may have remained in situ.
Sufficient of the stonework had survived to enable its form to be understood. It had a
significant difference from the other two kilns referred to earlier. There were no gaps
between the side blocks.
The steepness of the flue/stoke-hole running down into the bowl allows the conclusion to
be reached that it was only designed to regulate air flow into the bowl rather than for also
raking out lime ash residue after each burn. It was dropping at too acute an angle for a
rake or scummer to have been employed. There must have been some spacing between
the capping, or removed side stones, though, to permit air to enter the bowl from within
the stoke-hole. It has to be assumed that ash from this kiln was removed from above once
the bowl had been emptied of burnt lime.
Raw material
No conclusions can be made regarding size of material burnt as only a few pieces of burn
material were recovered from the kiln.
See the raw material section of Trench 3 for further discussion of raw material sourcing.
Fuel
Charcoal was recovered from 208, ie from within the dismantled stoke-hole, and this may
be interpreted as being from kindling material. This sample was examined by Steven
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Allen of the York Archaeological Trust (YAT) but it was found to be unidentifiable
(Appendix 4).
Dating evidence
It was hoped that the charcoal sample would give a carbon date for an early firing of the
kiln as it was found virtually at the bottom of the bowl, but it was deemed unsuitable.
Burnt material from 209e was equally unsuitable, which was disappointing as it may
represent one of the first firings of the kiln. The material was, however, identified by
Steven Allen as charred heartwood chippings from Quercus (oak) species (Appendix 4).
The best material for carbon dating lay within the bone assemblage from 208. All the
bones were recovered including some taken out under near forensic conditions. These
were sent for examination by Charlie Dean at the YAT (see next section).
See the dating evidence section of Trench 3 below for further discussion.
The bone assemblage
Once the bones had been removed from the trench, it was obvious that they were horse or
pony bones. The assemblage included the skull, a thoracic vertebra, five lumbar
vertebrae, tibia and pelvic girdle (Fig. 12). The full findings of the laboratory
examination can be viewed in Appendix 3.
While it was relatively straightforward for a bones’ specialist to identify various
characteristics of the animal, it is impossible now to understand why it was buried here.
Excavation made it abundantly clear that the kiln had been dismantled before the burial
took place. The stoke-hole had been cleaned out and the capstones removed. Only part of
the animal was there, the front quarters and pelvic bone, and the bones were
disarticulated and concentrated very tightly within the feather. There was no bone outside
the stoke-hole. It was definitely not the case that the animal had died nearby and had been
thrown into a convenient pit. The bones that were buried had been carefully placed on the
base of the stoke-hole, covered with old lime ash and other material, had had some
capstones put back on top, and the kiln had then been backfilled, either then or on a
subsequent occasion. The bones showed no sign of burning, so it is also clear they had
not been put there for cremation within the kiln.
It is, needless to say, a total mystery why the bones had been interred there. One
explanation might be that someone was intent on burying a contaminated or diseased
carcass: this cannot be the case because the skeleton was by no means complete. An
alternative hypothesis might be considered fanciful: were the kiln’s owners or operators
superstitious in their beliefs? Given that an alternative historic term for the stoke-hole or
‘feather’ is ‘horse’, were they perhaps placating their imaginary spirits by replacing the
stone horse with a real horse? This issue will be explored more fully in the Discussion
section.
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TRENCH 3
Trench 3 was opened up to see if the two adjacent kilns were similar in form: being so
close together it might be assumed they would have the same basic pattern. The trench
was laid across the centre of the kiln, as explained earlier, to pick up the curving feature
highlighted by the geophysics plot. The size of the trench was limited to 2m by 1m as it
was felt that as much could be learned from a large keyhole excavation as from a more
extensive working.
Removal of the topsoil (300) revealed a disparate rubble spread (301) across the whole
trench. As with Trench 2, this was interpreted as backfill after the end of the kiln’s
working life. It was made up of a mixture of sandstone and limestone, with some pieces
of each showing clear evidence of burning, as well as fragments of slag and charcoal. The
maximum thickness of 301 was 250mm, the minimum 50mm.
As 301 was trowelled off, the capping stones of the kiln stoke-hole were soon exposed,
no more than 50mm or so below the topsoil (Fig. 13). Further trowelling laid bare the
entire length of the stoke-hole cappings (303), and revealed its curving nature. Rather
than running straight back from the kiln entrance, as at Broadwood and Chapel-le-Dale,
this one described a gentle arc to the right from the kiln entrance. In form, the stoke-hole
was made up of two lines of parallel foot stones, of sandstone, capped with seven large
pieces of vaguely flat limestone, probably sections of limestone pavement. Like the
Chapel-le-Dale stoke-hole, this one had distinct gaps between individual capping stones
and footings. The latter showed clear signs of having been subjected to great heat. The
average width of the stoke-hole, externally, was 520mm so it was narrower than in the
Chapel le Dale kiln. Apart from one, or possibly two, capping stones the stoke-hole was
intact and in sound condition.
The interior of the stoke-hole was packed with a mixture of burnt lime and ash (304). In
this respect Trench 3 was identical to that in Trench 1. When the kiln was emptied for the
last time, the lime burners obviously saw no point in raking it out. The fill had solidified
within the stoke-hole but it readily broke down to a powder when excavated. The material
was completely removed from the bowl entrance to the centre of the kiln. The stoke-hole
interior was squared in section and increased in width towards the kiln entrance. It was
320mm in height, internally, and from 280mm to 420mm in internal width.
Outside the stoke-hole the rest of the bowl was filled with a layer of burnt material (302),
with a yellowish-red hue and well compacted though friable. It was interpreted as the
residue from firings of the kiln, thrown back in when the kiln was being backfilled after
its abandonment. Context 302 contained burnt limestone, burnt clay and some charcoal.
The material within 302 was removed in its entirety to expose the base of the bowl (306).
This was flat and composed of highly compacted clay, dark olive grey in colour. It made
a firm surface for the kiln base. The floor was less than 500mm below the pre-excavation
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grass surface within the bowl, making it stand out as an extremely shallow bowl, and
quite unlike the Broadwood and Trench 1 and 2 kilns.
A small extension to the trench was laid out at the south-west corner of the main trench,
at right angles to it. This was to allow investigation of the bowl wall (305). The wall was
much the same as the base, composed of smooth, compacted grey clay, but it had been
revetted with pieces of stone pressed into the clay. Approximately 90 per cent of the
exposed wall had stones within it. The purpose of this revetment was presumably to give
the wall the necessary strength. The angle of the wall was 34 degrees from the horizontal
making it less steep than the other excavated kilns in the project.
Discussion
The trench 3 kiln proved to be markedly different from either the Broadwood or the
Trench 1 and 2 kilns. In fact, it could not have been more different from its neighbour,
Trench 2.
Size
The bowl top had a diameter of 2.5m, about 10 per cent more than in Broadwood and
Trench 1, but the same as Trench 2. The Trench 3 kiln had a depth, from grass level to
base, of little more than half that of the other kilns. The external flue at Trench 3 was not
uncovered so no comparison can be made here.
Structure
This kiln was very different in basic design and construction from its neighbour. As
stated earlier, the bowl was not – and had never been – stone-lined but was clay-lined
with pressed stones and at a lower angle of slope than the other three kilns, which all
raises the question why they were so different yet so close together on the ground. The
stoke-hole in Trench 3 was curving while all the others were straight and there was no
indication in the excavation of why this had been done. There can be no logical reason for
building it in such a seemingly eccentric way.
Whereas the other three excavated kilns were negative features (ie sunk into the ground),
this one was more of a positive feature (built up above ground level). The shallow depth
of the bowl floor, the fact that the stoke-hole top lay immediately below the turf line, and
the height of the surrounding penannular banks, all contrive to suggest that, when in use,
this kiln’s fill would have stood proud of the ground surface rather akin to an igloo or
upturned basin.
Airflow
The rationale for having some sort of arrangement within the bowl to maintain airflow
and to prevent scaffolding has been discussed earlier in this report. The arrangement in
this kiln was essentially the same as in the Broadwood and Chapel-le-Dale kilns though
on a smaller scale. It was, however, proportional to the size of the bowl.
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Raw material
As with trench 2, it was not possible to carry out any statistical analysis of limestone
pieces within the bowl as very little was found.
Fifty or so metres to the north of the row of six kilns is a quarry cut into limestone
bedrock. It runs, parallel to the kiln alignment, for 100m and is up to 40m wide and 2.5m
deep (Fig. 14). The quarry was surveyed using a Zeiss Total Station and the data were fed
into Penmap which computed the volume of stone removed from the quarry, assuming
the pre-quarrying surface was as flat and regular as the surrounding land, at 3200m3. This
is a staggering amount. If it had been quarried for walling, it would represent 3.2km of
wall, as 1m3 of stone roughly equates to 1m2 of wall. If, on the other hand, the quarry
supplied the six kilns, and the seventh kiln further down slope, it still amounts to a
prodigious quantity of burnt lime as an end product. Given that the volume of the Trench
2 kiln is just over 4m3, assuming the bowl was filled flush with the surrounding surface,
or just over 7-8m3 if it was finished off like an igloo; and that the Trench 3 kiln had
corresponding volumes of 2.5m3 and 4.5-5m3, and assuming the other kilns in the row
had similar values, 3200m3 amounts to an unbelievable number of firings.
The morphology of the quarry seems to indicate it was worked in a more or less
continuous cycle, rather than having been re-used for walling at a later date than for lime
burning. There are several small quarries along the line of the wall that can safely be
regarded as walling quarries. Without exception, however, these were all sited close to
the wall to avoid having to move the large stone pieces needed for building it over a long
distance. The large quarry is too far from the wall. Only small pieces of stone were
needed for the kilns so the stone could have been sourced further away. It would seem
logical to leave a meaningful gap between quarry and kiln, if the winning of stone took
place while the kilns were undergoing the firing process. The tentative conclusion,
therefore, is that the stone for the kilns was obtained from this quarry.
Fuel
Some charcoal was recovered from 301, the rubble spread, and from 302, the layer of
burnt material outside the feather. This probably represents residue from kindling. The
sample from 301 was examined by Steven Allen at the YAT and found to be
unidentifiable charred plant material, whereas the sample from 302 was identified as
charred heartwood chippings from Quercus (oak) species (Appendix 4).
Dating evidence
The material that might have provided a date, by carbon dating, is the charcoal sample.
As this was found within the bowl backfill, it was hoped it might give a date for the kiln’s
last firing but, as stated above, it was not suitable. The bone assemblage from within the
stoke-hole of Trench 2 (context 208), on the other hand, proved suitable for carbon dating
(see Appendix 6). In terms of years BP (ie pre-1950) a date of 370±35 was obtained from
the femur, placing it between 1545 and 1605, centred on 1580. When calibrated there is a
47.6 per cent probability that the assemblage falls within the period 1450 to 1530, 20.60
per cent within the period 1570 to 1620, and 95.4 per cent within the wider period 1440
to 1640.
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One further fact can be asserted with confidence: the row of kilns had gone out of use
before the present intake wall was put up. All of the kilns open on to the wall, giving no
working space to the south of the kilns. Unfortunately, no evidence has been located that
could date the construction of the walls. If a wild assumption is made that they are from
the period of parliamentary enclosure, this would put them somewhere between 1780 and
1840. However, no Enclosure Act exists for this piece of land so the process must have
been achieved by private agreement, which might conceivably place the wall towards the
beginning of, or even before, the Enclosure period.
Approximately 2m south of the wall is a much degraded though still substantial ditch and
bank feature that is parallel to the wall. Head dykes of this nature are not early modern
and could well be medieval or post-medieval. Given the fact that the land around the kiln
site was in the hands of Furness Abbey, and that the village of Newby was a grange, it is
not improbable that the ditch and bank have monastic roots. Within the intake pastures
south of the ditch and bank there are the faint remains of a field system, possibly shallow
cultivation terraces. The question has to be posed – hypothetically, no doubt – whether
the kilns were built to bring these intakes into agricultural usage.
It is also pertinent to consider the relationship between these kilns and the Broadwood
and Chapel le Dale kilns. As has been seen, the Broadwood kiln’s last firing was in the
latter part of the 17th century, and the Chapel-le-Dale kiln was so similar in size,
construction and kiln fill that they must be broadly contemporary. The two Newby Cote
kilns, by contrast, are much cruder in style, which confirms the significantly earlier radiocarbon date.
One fundamental question is probably incapable of being answered satisfactorily: were
the six (or seven) kilns above Newby Cote all in use at more or less the same time? If so,
were they owned and/or operated by the same people? Had separate individuals or
partnerships leased the right to dig stone and burn lime for their own use, assuming the
kilns are post-monastic? There are numerous examples within the former West Riding
where tenants or lime burners were leasing rights of ‘stonary’ for this purpose (Johnson
2002, 15-16). If they had been in common ownership, one might expect them to be
similar in size and design, but the two excavated kilns proved to be so utterly dissimilar.
As is so often the case in archaeology, more questions have been raised by the excavation
of these two kilns than can ever be answered.
*

*

*

Trench 3 provided one last perplexing issue: why did the lime burners not clear out the
stoke-hole after its final burn? Did they know, when they fired it up, that it would not be
used again, and why did they not use it again?
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SITE 3: THREAPLAND, CRACOE
Plan reference nos. 1516 and 1518
Section drawing reference no. 1517
This kiln is centred on NGR SD9862 6068 and was not visible on the ground surface
prior to excavation. It lies within the farmyard curtilage of Threapland farm, with the
ruins of a former corn mill, later a linen mill, on Threapland Beck less than 100m to the
south, and a large stone-built barn immediately to the north-west.
The kiln was not on the original list of sites to be excavated: it took the form of a rescue
dig. Groundworks within the farmyard had inadvertently led to a mechanical digger
bucket slicing through the structure, exposing it in section. The landowner contacted this
writer and requested an appraisal. It was agreed between both parties that the kiln would
be excavated before groundworks continued, and it was obvious at first sight that the
structure was a lime kiln.
The extent and alignment of the trench (Trench 4) was determined by the configuration of
the site as found. It was laid out 3.8m in length, aligned north-north-west to south-southeast, with sides carried to the edge of the digger’s cut. The north side was 1.45m and the
south 2.15m.
First examination of the exposed section seemed to show an inner bowl within a larger
outer bowl (Fig. 15), and this was confirmed by excavation. The inner bowl was found
almost completely full of burned and overburned lime, apart from at the bottom of the
bowl, and a sample of stones was rescued from the fill to be measured and weighed on
site. Excavation was carried out in the normal manner, despite the vertical section having
been created beforehand.
Removal of topsoil (400) exposed a rubble spread (401) with a maximum 40 per cent
stone content. Small artefacts were recovered from the topsoil: a small pot sherd, a metal
washer and part of the stem of a narrow-bore clay pipe. None was considered to be
diagnostic, being in the topsoil. The rubble within 401 was predominantly sandstone and
evenly spread across the trench. No further excavation of 401 was done outside the kiln
bowl but its depth was measured in the section at 140mm. The rubble spread was
interpreted as backfill when the kiln was levelled off, rather than as a kiln bed.
As suggested above, the Threapland kiln had a bowl within a bowl, and was thus
considered to be a two-phase kiln.
When the Phase 1 kiln was created, a cut (407) was scooped into the existing slope.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to visualise this slope because an agricultural building
had stood in front of the kiln for many years and the natural slope had been cut away to
make space for it. The Phase 1 kiln was bowl-shaped, much as in the earlier kilns
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excavated in the project. The bowl cut had a face set at an angle of 40 degrees, again a
standard angle in the project.
Once the Phase 2 bowl had been dismantled by excavation (see below), and the backfill
of the Phase 1 bowl removed, the nature of the earlier bowl wall (408) was laid bare. It
was made up of blocks of rough limestone, crudely coursed, and it was complete on the
northern and southern segments of the bowl. The front-facing part had, of course, gone
and the remaining segment that faced into the banking had been cut back into the
limestone bedrock. On both sides of the kiln the blocks were heavily encrusted with burnt
lime residue, and the bedrock was also markedly fractured, clearly having been subjected
to great heat.
The bowl diameter at the rim was 2.80m and it appears to have been basically circular in
plan, though with a squared-off back. The kiln depth at the centre was 1.55m, and the
base of the bowl was flat: even with the Phase 2 bowl within it, the nature of the earlier
floor was evident. The diameter at the base was about 1m and at half height it was 1.8m.
Whereas the cut (407) was at an angle of 40 degrees, the actual bowl wall was
asymmetrical. The north-facing wall was set at 55 degrees while the opposite wall was at
70 degrees. With the front of the kiln having been destroyed, it was not possible to
understand how the two “sides” of the bowl would have knitted together.
Two discrete deposits were found in association with the Phase 1 bowl. Lining both sides
of the cut was a layer of red, burnt material (406), clearly the result of intense burning
which affected the material behind the kiln’s stone wall. The temperatures achieved
within the kiln – ideally 900 degrees Celsius for proper calcination – had permeated
through the lining. There was also a distinct layer of burnt lime (410), predominantly
white, that plastered the bowl lining. This was interpreted as the residue of the bowl’s last
firings. Within this context charcoal was recovered, along with a sherd of opaque black
glass, and bone. All were sent to the YAT for analysis (Appendix 4). The charcoal was
charred heartwood chippings from Quercus (oak) species; the glass was part of a postmedieval/early modern vessel of unknown type; the bone sheep or goat.
As the base of the Phase 1 bowl had been modified for building the Phase 2 kiln, no
evidence remained of any flue or stoke-hole within the earlier bowl.
At some point in the kiln’s life, a decision had been made to re-model the whole
structure. The original bowl was partly infilled with limestone rubble and a mixture of
soil and black burnt material (405). The new, Phase 2, bowl had then been constructed in
two parts. It had an outer lining of rough limestone blocks set into 405, with some heavily
burnt sandstone. Separating this outer lining from the bedrock back wall was a large
quantity of limestone blocks. The rationale for this could not be determined. Butted
against the outer lining was the wall of the actual Phase 2 bowl, composed of semidressed and carefully coursed sandstone blocks, the whole bowl being an excellent
example of vernacular industrial building from the early modern period. The average
thickness of the inner and outer linings together was 500mm.
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The Phase 2 bowl was found to be full to the top with a variety of material, most of it
being the fill of its final burn. The lowest layer (409), 600mm thick, appeared as a
cement-like substance, totally solid, and only reactive to hammer and chisel. It was
predominantly white with black inclusions. When individual pieces were prised off the
solidified mass, the white underneath proved to be still malleable lime putty but, after
exposure to the air for some minutes, it began to solidify. This context was interpreted as
the residue of previous firings which had solidified within the kiln’s discharge chute at
the base of the kiln.
Lying on top of 409 was a layer 740mm thick which was composed of a mixture of burnt
lime and black ash (404). Within this mix were pieces of unburnt and partly burnt
limestone. No layering was apparent within 404 and no trace of the fuel used was
recovered. The material in 404 was well-compacted though it readily broke up into gritty,
loose material when trowelled.
The uppermost section of the bowl, 250mm thick at most, had been backfilled with soil
and small bits of limestone to level out the kiln site after abandonment.
Discussion
The kiln at Threapland was, as stated above, a kiln within a kiln but the front section of
both had been destroyed inadvertently by machinery operations, exposing the complex
structure in cross-section.
Size
The diameter of the Phase 1 bowl at the rim was 2.8m and its estimated depth in the
centre was 1.55m, thereby giving it a greater volume than the kilns previously excavated
in the project. No flue or stoke-hole arrangement had survived the early kiln’s
modification.
The Phase 2 bowl was quite different in form and size. It took the form of a cone, with a
regularly tapering wall, the base of the cone being narrowest. This bowl was 1.3m in
diameter at the rim and 1.6m in depth.
Without knowing how each bowl was topped out when in use – whether flat, slightly
domed or steeply domed like an igloo – any attempt to calculate the volume of each bowl
must be carried out with caution. If it is assumed both had been flat-topped, the contrast
between the two volumetric sizes is marked. The Phase 1 bowl would have had a capacity
of 7.4m3, ten times greater than the Phase 2 bowl’s capacity of 0.71m3. This has
implications for the use to which each bowl’s end product was put, as will be discussed
below.
Structure
The builders of the Phase 1 bowl had minimised the actual amount of construction by
building the back of the bowl into bedrock. They had made a more or less vertical cut
through the rock to create a wall. The rest of the bowl, assuming the front was on the
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same arc and of the same form as the intermediate surviving segments, was constructed
of blocks of rough-coursed limestone set at an angle into the natural slope (Fig. 16). It
seems illogical now to have had one part of the wall sloping at an angle 15 degrees
steeper than its opposite counterpart, but there must have been a reason for it at the time.
It might also seem illogical to have built the wall out of limestone: after all, a lime kiln by
definition burns limestone, and the lining did show clear signs that the stone blocks, and
the material behind the wall, had been subjected to extremely high temperatures. In
addition, the lining was heavily encrusted with burnt lime residue, suggesting successive
firings. Sandstone does not outcrop in Cracoe, except on the high fells, so the builders
may have utilised limestone to minimise the effort of carting suitable sandstone blocks
from the fells, while being aware of the drawbacks of using limestone. On the other hand,
though, especially if this bowl is of early date, they may have been operating in
ignorance, or hoping for the best.
The Phase 2 bowl, by contrast, was lined with sandstone. The lining had been very
carefully coursed with regular-sized, semi-dressed blocks displaying workmanship of a
very high standard. The stone had also certainly come from quarries on the slopes of
Cracoe Fell away to the south-east of the farm.
The bowl was steep-sided, having a uniform angle of 60 degrees from the horizontal (see
Figure 16). The uppermost course consisted of large blocks of sandstone with a generally
even top, suggesting that no courses above that had been lost over the years. The base of
the cone was only 300mm in diameter, and the arrangement of stones in the lowest course
of the lining indicated that there had been a stone chute, or channel, of some sort at the
kiln front for drawing burnt lime out of the kiln.
It was also concluded that a kiln of this design, especially one built into an earlier circular
bowl, must have had a vertical or near-vertical external front face to support the cone. It
may be assumed, therefore, that the Phase 2 kiln bore no relationship to the form of a
clamp kiln but was more like a stone-fronted kiln, though without the draw arch seen in
Enclosure period field kilns across the Dales. This kiln would have been very small seen
from the front, and possibly a type of kiln transitional between clamp kilns and later field
kilns.
Airflow
No evidence from the Phase 1 bowl could have survived its conversion to the Phase 2
bowl, so no comments can be made regarding the regulation of airflow within this bowl.
It must also remain pure conjecture that airflow into the later bowl was effected through
the chute rather than from the kiln top.
Raw material
Limestone was obtained close at hand with signs of the natural banking either side of the
kiln having been nibbled into.
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The Phase 2 bowl was almost completely full of burnt lime and pieces of limestone in
varying degrees of calcination. As with the Broadwood and Chapel-le-Dale kilns, it was
possible to carry out two simple statistical exercises on the stone pieces, so all were
weighed and had their long axis measured.
For long axis measurement, 33.33 per cent fell within the range 80mm to 99mm,
comparing remarkably closely with Broadwood’s 28.69 per cent and Chapel- le-Dale’s
29 per cent. In the Threapland kiln 88.89 per cent fell between 60mm and 119mm,
compared with 73 per cent and 69.85 per cent respectively (Fig. 17a). The range of sizes
was thus more concentrated in the Threapland kiln. Here, none exceeded 160mm in long
axis and none was less than 40mm, as at Chapel-le-Dale. Mean long axis length was
81mm compared to 92.5mm at Chapel le Dale and 92mm at Broadwood. Essentially,
though, the stone was of a similar size in all three kilns.
Mean weight of the sample was 222g (Fig. 17b), contrasting with 344g at Chapel le Dale
and 482g at Broadwood. There is clearly no correlation here, so stone weight could not
have been a factor taken into account by the lime burners. Indeed, Searle (1935, 407)
gives burning times for limestone as 24 hours for 100mm pieces and 88 hours for 300mm
pieces, both at a temperature of 900 degrees Celsius: stone size rather than weight was
the critical factor.
The nougat-like nature of the material at the base of the Phase 2 bowl was at first
perplexing. The outer surface was solid and cemented but, when prized off, the under
surface was soft putty. It is known, however, that the outer surface of quicklime soon
absorbs carbon dioxide when exposed to the air and then solidifies, and that this fact is
known in kilns from as early as the Roman period in Britain (Elaine Rigby, pers.comm.).
During the calcining process carbon dioxide is removed from the chemical equation and
the quicklime remains soft, if protected from exposure to the air.
Fuel
No fuel residue was recovered from the earlier bowl but charcoal was obtained from
close to the bowl wall of the Phase 2 kiln (403 and 404). This was sent for analysis to the
YAT and some was identified as charcoal fragments from Alnus (alder) species,
embedded within a congealed mass of burnt lime (Appendix 4).
Dating evidence
It was obvious from the outset that the Phase 1 structure pre-dated the Phase 2 kiln. The
earlier bowl lining was very crude compared with the later one, possibly suggesting the
one was not an immediate rebuild of the other. This hypothesis is supported by the use of
limestone as a lining in the early kiln.
Because the Phase 2 bowl lining was in such sound condition, it was decided to invite in
an archaeomagnetic specialist, Dr Mark Noel of GeoQuest Associates, to see if a date
could be obtained for the last firing of the Phase 2 kiln. Tests from this showed that
magnetisation in the stone was highly stable on 12 of the 13 samples taken, and a date
range of 1660 to 1700 was established (Appendix 5). This is directly comparable with
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data obtained from the same method used on the Broadwood kiln which had a date range
1650 to 1695. Two questions remain unanswered, however: when was the Phase 2 kiln
first fired; and how much older is the Phase 1 kiln?
It also has to be asked why the earlier kiln was so substantially modified, and what each
was built for. The kilns excavated prior to the Threapland site almost certainly had local
agricultural usage but the Threapland kiln is set in a very different context. It lies within a
complex of buildings – early corn mill later converted to or rebuilt as a linen mill with
16th century stone buildings just to the south, and a large barn with a recycled datestone
of 1674, probably off a house, just to the north.
The use to which the early kiln’s lime was put cannot be ascertained: it may have been
for agricultural application or for mortar though its volume is perhaps too large for mortar
use. The Phase 2 bowl, however, was too small in capacity to have produced agricultural
lime but ideally suited to producing quicklime to be slaked in manageable quantities. It
seems reasonable to suggest that this latter kiln was brought into use in connection with
building the 1674 house.
Then there is the issue, as at Broadwood, of why the later kiln was abandoned mid-burn.
The lime burners had gone to the trouble of winning and preparing the stone, of filling the
kiln, and firing it up … and then they walked away. Did the burn go wrong, perhaps? If
so, why did they not re-pack it? Did some, now forgotten, economic setback cause its
abandonment? Bearing in mind that the late 17th century was the period of the Great
Rebuilding of houses in stone, this seems highly unlikely.

SITE 4: FEIZOR NICK
Narrative
Plan reference nos. 1519, 1520 and 1521.
This site is centred on NGR SD7887 6808, and it appears on the ground as a clear
penannular earthwork cut into the hillslope at the foot of an extensive area of scree. On
the lower side of the depression thus formed there is a funnelled entrance through the
surrounding banking (Fig. 18). The magnetometer trace was inconclusive and could not
inform decisions as to where to lay out the trench (Fig. 19).
Trench 5 was laid out, 4.5m by 2.5m, to take in 50 per cent of the structure, including the
funnelled entrance and part of the banking. Looking at the kiln from the front, the trench
was laid out across the left-hand section. The sole reason for this choice was the fact that
the banking here seemed more intact compared to the opposite banking which appeared
to have been disturbed at some point in the past.
Apart from post-abandonment disturbance, examination of the earthwork indicated that
the unexcavated section of the bowl would mirror that to be excavated.
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Removal of topsoil (500) exposed a rubble layer (501) covering all but the north-east
quadrant of the trench: thus, all the excavated bowl and much of the banking was under
this spread. The spread had a maximum of 40 percent stone content, almost all being
limestone cobbles with no evidence of burning. The average depth of 501 was 150mm.
The first action in building the kiln had been to create a cut (510) into the natural scree
slope behind the kiln to form a bowl-shaped depression. Material – scree stone and clay –
was then upcast to form the banking on the downslope segment of the bowl. The bowl
side’s angle of slope, both on the banking and into the scree, was set at 50 degrees. The
kiln wall (513) was then constructed: limestone pieces were used to line the bowl with a
crude attempt to lay the stone in horizontal courses. None of the stones showed any real
evidence of having been subjected to the heat generated in a kiln.
The bowl diameter at its rim was computed at 3.8m, while the depth in the centre was
730mm. The base of the bowl (512) was formed of flat stone slabs, including one large
piece of blue slate of the type found at Helwith Bridge over the watershed to the north.
Extending from the downslope face of the bowl was a flue (506). This took the form of
an open culvert, lined with stone but with no capping stones, 1.55m in length and 350mm
in width. Where the flue abutted onto the kiln bowl there was a particularly large block of
sandstone forming the exposed, vertical wall of the flue. The floor of the flue was made
up of flat stone slabs. The flue was not built perpendicular to the bowl front but ran at an
angle of 20 degrees to the west: there was no apparent reason for this alignment. Several
fragments of unidentifiable bone were recovered within 506.
The flue, when excavated, was completely full of dark brown, compacted and mostly
stone-free clay (508) that had been deliberately deposited after the kiln’s abandonment.
Within this backfill what at first appeared to be a sawn-off tusk was recovered, and sent
to the YAT for analysis (Appendix 3). It was found to be horse incisor. A premolar of
sheep or goat and four unidentifiable pieces of bone were also found within this context.
The bowl had also been backfilled. The lowest 220mm (507) consisted of mixed material,
generally gritty with a maximum of 70 per cent stone content. This backfill was
composed of a loose amalgam of burnt sandstone, burnt lime and burnt and unburnt soil
with some charcoal. No sample was taken as it was felt to be unsuitable for identification
of the source wood and for carbon dating. It was clear that 507 consisted of material
deliberately thrown in to level off the kiln after abandonment. Along the interface of 507
and the bowl wall the dominant colouring was red, suggesting substantial temperatures in
the lower part of the bowl during the firing process.
Above 507 was a distinct rubble layer (505), 150mm thick, comprising mainly pieces of
limestone. The red colouration from 507 continued into 505 along the bowl wall. The
rubble had been thrown in as part of the levelling off process. Some bone was recovered
from 505, identified by Charlie Dean of the YAT as sheep or goat mandible and molar or
premolar teeth.
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Running across the inner edge of the trench, and thus the middle of the bowl, below 505,
was a stone-built structure (509), interpreted as the stoke-hole. It extended 1.15m in
length from the front to the back wall of the kiln. It was made up of limestone capping
stones laid horizontally onto a sidewall also made up of limestone blocks with one
sandstone footing visible. The stoke-hole was 500mm wide and 460mm high, and formed
a substantial structure. Spaces between the side blocks would have permitted the ingress
of air into the bowl but would also have allowed some burnt lime to fall into the interior.
The stoke-hole footings were laid directly onto the slabs forming the bowl floor.
After the kiln’s last firing the limeburners (presumably) cleaned out the interior of the
stoke-hole (511), so there was only a small amount of burnt lime residue and charcoal left
on the floor. Most of the stoke-hole capping stones were still lying in situ but at the front
they had been removed and loosely replaced. This had not been done merely to clean out
the interior, but for a burial. Beneath these capping stones lay a pile of disarticulated
bones, carefully placed, from the front part of an animal: it was another horse (Fig. 20).
The assemblage was taken to the YAT for examination by Charlie Dean and found to
consist of the skull, a femur, half the pelvic girdle, vertebrae, a tarsal (foot or ankle) bone
and maxilla (upper jaw) bone. For the full report on the bone assemblage see Appendix 3.
Laid directly onto 502, in the south-east quadrant of the bowl, was an almost circular
arrangement of stones (504), 150mm thick with a diameter of 500mm by 600mm,
composed of closely laid pieces of limestone wedged together. It defied identification but
clearly had had no connection with the working kiln.
A second post-abandonment feature also caused identification problems. In the southcentre of the trench there was a small lens (503) of light brown and smooth clay 95mm
thick at its centre. It appeared to extend into the adjacent part of the unexcavated bowl.
The material forming the lens was quite unlike the rest of the backfill material in the kiln,
and its origin could not be determined.
Discussion
Even though the strength of the magnetometer image was not at all convincing, the
penannular nature of the earthwork did fit the clamp kiln norm seen in earlier sites in the
project. As excavation proceeded, this kiln displayed similar characteristics to the others,
namely a bowl-shaped form, an internal stoke-hole, and an external flue.
Size
The rim diameter of the bowl was 3.8m, thus substantially greater than in any of the other
sites and at the top end of the range of sizes for known and postulated clamp kilns in the
Dales. Its depth – 730mm – places it in the lower quartile of excavated sites. The stokehole was 1.13m in length, considerably less than in Trench 1 and Trench 2. The length of
the external flue – 1.55m – can only be compared with Trench 1’s 720mm.
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Structure
The form of the kiln bowl varied around its circumference. At the rear it had been cut into
natural scree slope; in the central excavated portion it appeared as compacted clay; while,
adjacent to the bowl entrance, the actual bowl had been created by throwing up a strong
banking revetted with limestone rubble to form a crude and coursed stone lining. The
base of the bowl was formed of flat stone slabs laid horizontally.
The stoke-hole ran through the centre of the bowl, perpendicular to the entrance, but the
external flue was offset at an angle of 20 degrees for no apparent reason. Topography had
not caused this deflection and there could have been no significant difference in airflow
between a perpendicular flue and the one built.
Airflow
As described earlier, the stoke-hole arrangement in this kiln was essentially the same as
in the Broadwood, Chapel-le-Dale and Newby Cote kilns.
Raw material
Not enough raw material was recovered from the kiln to enable any statistical analysis to
be carried out, and the presence of so much shattered scree stone made it impossible to
identify which pieces of stone had been intended for firing.
What can be safely ascertained, though, was the source of raw material. The slopes above
the kiln were so comprehensively covered in scree that there would have been no need to
quarry native stone. Pieces of the requisite dimensions could easily have been picked off
the scree.
Fuel
Evidence for the type of fuel used was limited. Small fragments of coal came out of the
rubble spread (501), with small amounts of unidentifiable charcoal from the bottom
backfill of the bowl (507).
Dating evidence
Not enough charcoal was found for carbon dating, but the bone assemblage was sent for
analysis partly to determine if any might give a dating. The small sheep or goat bones
were not considered suitable. The collection of horse bones, as in Trench 2, offered the
best hope of being able to date the kiln’s abandonment. A date of 305±35 years BP was
obtained, ie 1610 to 1660 centred on 1645. When calibrated this equates to a 50.7 per
cent probability of their being between 1520 and 1600, 17.5 per cent between 1610 and
1650, with a 95.4 per cent probability between 1470 and 1660.
The parallels with Trench 2 are astonishing. At both sites the stoke-hole capping stones
had been removed, the interior had been cleaned out, and the horse bones had been
deposited. Not in random heap, and not articulated, these bones had been carefully and
deliberately laid with the capping stones having been loosely replaced. The bones showed
no signs of having been burnt, so there is no question of its having been a cremation
burial. This will be considered more fully in the Discussion section.
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SITE 5: SOWKILN GILL
Narrative
Plan reference nos. 1522, 1524 and 1525A
Section drawing reference nos. 1523 and 1525B
This site is found within a shallow and open valley, not now containing a stream, high on
Stainton Moor at an altitude of 350m, at SE0871 9629.
Prior to excavation the feature seemed to take the form of a circular bowl in the centre of
the valley. Extending eastwards from the bowl there seemed to be a linear feature about
4m long by 2.5m wide, originally interpreted as the kiln flue. Detailed field walking
within Sowkiln Gill showed up no other possibilities for a clamp kiln site. Even though
geophysics were unpromising (Fig. 21), the decision to excavate was taken on the
strength of the earthwork and place-name evidence.
Trench 6 was laid out to take in the entire bowl, 4.5m wide by 5m long, and Trench 7 was
laid across the possible flue, 2.5m long by 1m wide.
TRENCH 6
Removal of topsoil (600) revealed a rubble layer (601) that consisted of sandstone
fragments within a black silty-clay matrix, extending across the whole trench and of
variable depth, reaching the base of the bowl in the centre. Small flint microburins were
recovered from both 600 and 601, but were not considered diagnostic as they may have
resulted from surface wash. Fragments of worked chert were also found within 601, again
probably residual.
On the eastern side of the bowl there appeared to be an entrance funnel, aligned with the
putative flue. Within this ‘entrance’ (602) the fill was distinctly different from 601 being
very red in colour and consisting of sandy-silt. This deposit was 100mm thick and its
removal did not reveal the expected entrance: rather this deposit was merely a contained
lens of unknown origin. There was no evidence to suggest how it had been formed.
A second, discrete lens (603) was found in the north-west sector of the bowl, plastered to
the side of the bowl. It consisted of yellow-brown gritty material similar to deposits to be
seen on the ground surface in the vicinity of the gill. As with 602, its origin and precise
location could not be satisfactorily explained. Fragments of chert and flint microburins
were recovered from 603.
Set adjacent to 603 was a large squared sandstone block (604), measuring 480mm by
410mm by 180mm, set vertically against the back wall of the bowl. The size, form and
alignment of the block suggested it had been deliberately placed in that position.
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After 602 was removed a layer of silty-clay (605), dark grey-brown in colour, and
700mm thick, was revealed, laid as a fill deposit on natural glacial clay material. To each
side of 605 the bowl wall was composed of natural clay (606) with sandstone pieces of
varying size pressed into it as a form of revetting.
Beneath 603 there was a further lens of yellow-brown indurated silty-clay that seemed to
be a natural deposit of material washed into the bowl by surface run-off, presumably after
its abandonment.
The base of the bowl (607) consisted of highly compacted brown clay markedly different
from the unconsolidated black material of 601 that filled the bowl, though it was not
possible to determine if the base was natural or deliberately placed.
The bowl had a diameter at the rim of 2.4m and 700mm at the base, with a central depth
of 1m.
TRENCH 7
Excavation of Trench 7 soon confirmed that the linear earthwork was not a flue at all.
Indeed, it had no connection with Trench 6. It was, however, a circular bowl-shaped
depression.
The entire bowl, 1m deep and 2m wide at the rim, was filled with loose and friable
topsoil (700). Black in colour this material was not at all compacted despite its thickness.
It was interpreted as silt washed into the bowl after abandonment.
Once 700 had been completely removed, a definite bowl lining (701) was exposed,
consisting of sandstone pieces of varying dimensions deliberately laid as a wall lining and
base to the bowl.
Discussion
It became apparent very quickly that Trench 7 had no link with Trench 6, and that neither
bowl was a sow kiln, or any other kind of kiln. Early indications, in the form of what
appeared to be burnt limestone, that Trench 6 may have been a kiln were discarded when
this was found to be naturally degraded chert. Trench 6, though definitely a manmade
bowl, had no flue, no entrance and no signs of burning.
Two issues are thus raised by excavation of these trenches.
Firstly, what purpose did the two bowls serve? They were both patently not natural and
were both filled with deposits of material that had flowed from the surrounding valley
floor. The broader context may offer a clue: the surrounding moorland is rich in small
burial cairns and there are two burnt mounds nearby, suggesting survivals of a Bronze
Age landscape. The most likely explanation for the two bowls, offered by independent
archaeologist Tim Laurie, is that they were prehistoric storage pits. However, the total
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lack of reliable dating evidence precludes the drawing of any firm conclusions in this
respect.
Secondly, how did this insignificant shallow valley on a remote moor top come to be
named as Sowkiln Gill on the first edition of the Ordnance Survey six inch map? No
plausible explanations for this have been recorded.

5.

DISCUSSION

Very little previous work had been carried out on clamp kilns prior to this project, and
assumptions made about such kilns were inevitably sourced from a very limited
knowledge base. George Jobey’s excavations of a site in Northumberland – the
archetypal sow kiln – 40 years ago laid the basis for understanding clamp kilns (Jobey
1966) though, apparently, the earthwork had been interpreted as a prehistoric hut circle
before excavation. Two decades later Ward (1983) excavated a sod kiln on Gower.
Superficially that kiln strongly resembled the sites investigated in the current project,
consisting of a penannular bank enclosing a shallow bowl with a flue open to the west.
In addition to this archaeological evidence, contemporary documentary sources, as
outlined earlier in this report (pp. 12-13), shed valuable light on clamp kiln usage.
This project provided the opportunity to review and reassess what little is known about
lime kilns in use before the introduction of masonry-built draw or flare kilns.
It has been purely coincidental, and fortuitous, that PPG 16-driven investigations have
revealed similar types of lime kilns elsewhere in the country (see p. 14). Particularly
timely has been the finding of nine such kilns within the easement of a new gas pipeline
cutting through the southern fringe of the Yorkshire Dales this year. Eight of these kilns
have been thoroughly excavated by Network Archaeology and this writer has been
involved in an advisory capacity. These sites, added to the 2003 excavation of a clamp
kiln at Broadwood, near Ingleton, and the kilns excavated during this project in 2005,
provide a sample of 14 sites, surely of a size sufficient for drawing meaningful
conclusions. Field surveying and recording of probable and putative clamp kilns (see
Appendix 2) reinforce this belief.
Dating
The basic technology of burning lime in clamp kilns remained largely unchanged for
centuries. A medieval lime burner would have recognised a sod kiln constructed in the
19th century. Jobey was not able to date his kiln, and Ward ascribed his to the 19 th century
on the basis of a single coin, which may or may not have been residual. Without firm
dating evidence it is, perhaps, premature to claim a particular century for any given kiln.
The dates obtained by this project do provide firm evidence and broadly confirm the 17th
century date put forward by Dakin (1968) in Peterborough. The fact that the Cracoe kiln
(Trench 4) had been abandoned with its last fill intact (as with the Broadwood kiln)
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enabled an archaeomagnetic date to be confirmed within the mid to late 17th century (see
Appendix 5), though it should be stressed that this technique dates the final firing; it gives
no indication of how long each kiln was in use nor how many times it had been fired up.
Analysis of a sample from each set of horse bones from the Newby Cote (Trench 2) and
Feizor Nick (Trench 5) kilns places confirmed usage of clamp kilns rather earlier. The
Feizor Nick site dates to the early to mid 17th century while the Newby Cote bones date
from the late 16th century, thought the date range for each set could put them both
considerably earlier (see Appendix 6). Again, it must be emphasised that these carbon
dates refer to the two partial burials and what we do not know is the time lapse between
abandonment of the kiln and interment. This point, however, is discussed more fully
below.
Other finds from the various sites proved unsuitable for dating. The glass fragment from
Cracoe and the stud nail from Newby Cote could not be dated with accuracy though both
were post-medieval. Their location within each trench does not necessarily link them to
each kiln’s usage. They, too, could be residual artefacts. The various charcoal samples
may have provided carbon dates but expenditure on this could not be justified, given the
overall project budget.
Phasing
It is hypothesised here that it is valid to phase clamp kilns by the details of their internal
structure, though work in this respect is still ongoing, beyond the scope of the current
project.
The two kilns that had fully stone-lined bowls – Broadwood and Cracoe – provided the
latest dates in the sequence, namely mid to late 17th century. The Chapel-le-Dale kiln also
appears to have been stone-lined, though mostly robbed out, and it is postulated that this
kiln is contemporary with the other two.
Trench 3 at Newby Cote had a clay-lined bowl with stones revetted into the clay,
presumably to strengthen and reinforce the clay, and it is assumed that this type of kiln
would pre-date those with a full stone lining. The kilns at Feizor Nick and Newby Cote
(Trench 2) provided the earliest dates, and both these bowls had a clay lining with no
revetting.
The earlier bowl in the Cracoe kiln is somewhat problematic in this respect. It was
obviously earlier than the dated bowl there but both had stone linings. However, the
crudity of the coursing in the earlier bowl lining, the fact that it was made up of limestone
blocks, and the use of limestone bedrock as the rear wall of the bowl, do suggest this
might represent an early form of stone-lined clamp kiln.
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Abandoned kilns
Excavation of the Broadwood kiln raised one issue that remains unanswered. The lime
burners went to the trouble of sourcing the raw material and breaking the stone to the
requisite size, of filling the kiln, and of firing it up. Why then did they walk away never
to return? The kiln, when opened up by excavation, was full to the top with its last fill.
The uppermost layers had been unaffected by the fire, which must have gone out through
lack of maintenance, the base layer was completely overburned, and there was a
progressive sequence in between. Exactly the same situation was found in the later
Cracoe kiln: it too had been abandoned mid-burn. The late 17th century, so it is written,
was a time of growing prosperity in the North as life returned to normality after the Civil
War and the Cromwellian interlude, and people felt secure enough to invest once again in
land improvement and rebuilding, so their abandonment is puzzling.
Terminology
The Project set out with the aim of firming up what a sow kiln is and is not, whether the
Broadwood kiln was a sow kiln or another form of clamp or sod kiln. It is now clear
beyond question that none of the sites located in the Dales is a sow kiln, if one accepts
George Jobey’s definition, though research by this writer is currently in hand into the use
of the term in Scotland, where it seems to have had a different usage.
According to Jobey a sow kiln was unstructured and primitive, essentially a scoop in the
ground with no internal structure. A sow kiln, to him, was a single-burn feature. None of
the sites investigated in this project, whether by excavation or earthwork survey, fits these
descriptors. All had internal structure, even if simply clay-lined earthen banks. The
majority had internal stoke-holes (or feathers or horses to use historical terminology) and
some had stone-lined bowls. Again, some showed a high degree of burning into the bowl
wall, confirming those kilns had been subjected to repeated firings. The total rebuilding
of the Cracoe kiln is also proof of its extended use.
The assertion that perhaps none of these kilns is a sow kiln raises a further issue. Why
was an insignificant, almost dry valley on top of Stainton Moor (Trench 6) named as
Sowkiln Gill on the First Edition 6 inch map? The earthwork that showed all the expected
indicators of a clamp kiln proved to be anything but a kiln, and was more likely a
prehistoric storage pit. A second feature within the gill, which did show signs of burning
and probably was a kiln, was clearly stone-built and thus could not described as a sow
kiln in the true sense of the term.
One, almost plausible, suggestion has been made to settle this enigma. Was Stainton
Moor plotted by a surveyor from Northumberland who was tiring of tramping across
largely featureless moorland, no doubt in less than desirable weather? Did he, at last,
come across this faint valley and its tell-tale earthwork, thinking it to be a sow kiln like
those he had seen nearer home? As the surveyors’ field books have not survived, we shall
never know, but no other acceptable explanation springs to mind.
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Horse burials
Finding a set of horse bones in one of the two Newby Cote kilns was surprising, to say
the least. To find another set in the Feizor Nick kiln was astonishing. The similarities
between the two sets were beyond astonishing.
In each case the bone assemblage consisted of seemingly selected bones. Both contained
the skull, a selection of vertebrae, pelvic bones and hind leg bones. In both the bones had
been carefully placed in a neat pile within the stoke-hole. Both animals after analysis
were deemed to be female, both were six years or more old, and both were probably
ponies rather than true horses of a modern variety. Both sets of bones were disarticulated.
Several possible explanations for the assemblages can be emphatically dismissed in the
light of osteoarchaeological evidence.
1. Neither animal had fallen into the kilns during the firing process, though there are
documentary instances of horses falling into later draw kilns. This did not happen at the
two sites under review. Firstly, it is inconceivable that the missing bones could have
disappeared subsequent to any such accident, particularly as the same set of bones had
survived in each case. Secondly, the bones had been placed inside the stoke-holes: they
got there because they were placed there. Thirdly, clamp kilns were covered over with
turf or sods so nothing could have fallen in. Fourthly, a complete horse simply would not
fit into either of the clamp kilns and, finally, the lack of burning on the bones was
immediately apparent once they had been cleaned up.
2. In neither case did their owners use the kilns as a convenient disposal point for
diseased or worn out carcasses. Neither animal showed any signs of pathology nor were
there any visible indicators of taphonomic processes. These animals had no obvious
disease or any sign of arthritic distress. In any case, the point about missing bones is
relevant here too.
3. It is known that horses were commonly consigned to ending up as dog food in the 17 th
century (Andy Bates, pers. comm.; Wilson and Edwards 1993), but this can be ruled out
here as none of the bones displayed the expected marks of deliberate butchery.
So, the evidence can be summarised thus:
- neither animal had been butchered,
- neither had died of old age,
- neither was diseased or worn out,
- neither met with death at the kilns.
This inevitably draws us to one interpretation, namely that some form of ritual was
involved in the burials. Both assemblages had been carefully interred within the stokeholes in a ceremonial manner, probably as closure of the two kilns. Both burials had
occurred soon after the respective kilns were abandoned, as evidenced by the general lack
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of gnawing of the bones and the fact that the stoke-holes were still intact at the time of
burial.
There appears to be no known parallel for these burials and Dr David Clarke of the
National Centre for English Cultural Tradition at Sheffield University noted that the
evidence ‘does suggest some form of ritual or magical activity’ (email comm. via Tim
Gates).
There are documented instances of ritualistic animal burials in the early modern period.
Merrifield (1987) in his seminal Archaeology of Ritual and Magic emphasised the need to
understand and translate the ‘archaeology of the mind’ of our forebears. It is difficult for
a modern mind, conditioned by modern society and norms, to make sense of people’s
actions in past centuries. He discussed a variety of situations in which animal bones,
including horse skulls, had been buried as foundation deposits in buildings or as votive
offerings, from the Romano-British to medieval periods (pp. 46-47, 54, 107, 117-18 and
128-29). In his words ‘sacrificing animals to unseen powers who may be disturbed by the
laying of foundations is rational behaviour’ if primitive animistic mindsets endure (p.
118). He presented evidence to support the notion that, by medieval times, such
genuinely held beliefs had been debased to providing protection against malign forces (p.
118). It is, he asserted, often safer to uphold established practices if they have always
been performed rather than to break with the old (p. 107).
In the early modern period horse skulls are known to have performed a bizarre function,
in Scandinavia, Ireland and England. Horse skulls buried below buildings were said to
have acoustic powers. Whether that belief was seriously held, or whether it was an excuse
to perpetuate an age-old custom under a more modern – and therefore more socially
acceptable – guise remains a moot point.
Porter (1969, 180-81) described the common practice in Cambridgeshire in the 16th and
17th centuries of placing animal, including horse, bones (and witch bottles) in walls and
chimney breasts to protect a new building’s occupants by appeasing the ‘earth spirits
whose ground was being disturbed’, and he recounted the ceremonial burial of a horse
skull fresh from the knackers yard in the foundations of a new Methodist chapel as
recently as 1897.
The custom of interring horse skulls in new buildings is also known from the Isle of Man,
Ireland and Wales (Hayhurst 1989). Such a burial was seen as a key apotropaic
mechanism in the not too distant past.
On a different track, the supposedly innocent traditional winter pursuit of wassailing – or
the Mari Lwyd custom in Wales – utilised horse skulls that had been prepared and
cleaned by being buried in fresh lime, then impaled on a long pole to be carried from
house to house as part of the long drawn out ceremony (Owen 1978, 49-58). This cannot
have appertained in the two kilns under discussion as the bones were too deeply buried to
have been readily retrieved.
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So there is ample evidence from various countries and periods of horse bones being used
in a ritualistic or magical context. What makes the two assemblages under review so
special is that they were without doubt associated with a closure ceremony rather than in
construction or fete. Without labouring the point, there appears to be no known parallel
for this form of closure ritual.
The hypothesis postulated here is a simple one. It revolves around the historic term horse
for the stoke-hole. Perhaps each kiln had given reliable service to the lime burners over a
number of years and, to calm their superstitious minds and to appease the perceived evil
spirits, they buried part of a real horse within the stone horse. The very fact that the two
burials were just 6km apart, in a straight line, could hint at a very localised custom, and
the temporal difference between the two seems to point to a long lasting tradition.
Concluding remarks
The initial aims of the Project were focussed on achieving a greater understanding of the
form and technology of clamp kilns. Specific aims hoped to determine if each kiln was a
lime kiln rather than any other type of kiln, an aim which was achieved as all sites
contained sufficient burnt lime to leave no doubt; and to identify if the Broadwood kiln
was unique in Craven. This latter was clearly disproved as the two Cracoe bowls were
both stone-lined, the kiln in Chapel-le-Dale appears to have been stone-lined, and most
kilns contained a stoke-hole. This conclusion feeds into the stated aim of trying to
recognise the clamp kiln norm. The verdict remains open in this respect (see below).
The primary aim as stated at the beginning of the previous paragraph is well on the way
to being achieved, though this has been greatly aided by the sites excavated along the gas
pipeline (see p. 46 above).
What we have in the project area is a type of clamp kiln which:
1. has definite characteristics of size, form and structure,
2. had a long period of usage,
3. subtly changed in detailed form over the years,
4. was widespread across the survey area.
Further research work is ongoing, outside the immediate scope of the project itself,
involving field surveying, detailed inspection of earthwork remains and source of raw
material, as well as primary archival research, as part of a broader investigation into the
role of lime in land improvement in the Dales during and before the era of Parliamentary
Enclosure with the free-standing, stone-built field kilns that still form an essential
element of the Dales landscape. It is hoped to show that the use of lime in this way
stretches much further back than generally appreciated so far.
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APPENDIX 1

Context descriptions

Key to Deposits
1
description of material
2
approximate thickness
3
Above Context
4
Below Context
5
Finds
6
Sample numbers

Key to Cuts
A
shape in plan form
B
profile
C
break of slope, top
D
sides
E
break of slope, base
F
base
G
orientation
H
fill numbers
I
description

Context 100
1
2
3

clay loam, brown, of loose consistency, containing maximum 2% coarse content.
Topsoil.
60mm-280mm
101

Context 101
1
2
3
4
5

clay loam, brown, of loose consistency, containing up to 90% coarse content.
Rubble spread deposit.
maximum 170mm
natural
100
burnt limestone, burnt sandstone, burnt soil, coal
54

Context 102
A
circular
B
bowl-shaped
C
sharp
D
rough, stone-revetted
E
sharp
F
very small in area
H
103
I
wall of kiln bowl
Context 103
1
2
3
4
5

silty clay, dark reddish brown, with up to 40% coarse content. Backfill of kiln.
400mm
109
100
burnt limestone, burnt sandstone, coal, limeash

Context 104
1
3
4

stone arrangement – the stoke-hole or feather – with large limestone capstones set
on sandstone side blocks.
107
103

Context 105
1

3
4
5
6

stone-lined flue beneath the feather capstones, 300mm-350mm wide by 720mm
long, aligned WNW-ESE. Hardpacked, yellowish clay forming the base of the
feature.
natural
100
faunal teeth and mandible fragments
1601

Context 106
1
2
3
4
5

clay loam, dark reddish-grey and of loose consistency with 80% coarse content.
Rake-out area outside stoke-hole.
600mm-750mm
natural
100
part-burnt limestone cobbles
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Context 107
1
2
3
4
5
6

gritty limeash and over-burned lime, loose to well compacted. Fill within stokehole.
600mm
natural
104
burnt lime, charcoal
1600

Context 108
A
B
C
D
E
F
I

circular
bowl-shaped
sharp
partly stone-faced
sharp
flat
cut for lime kiln bowl, dug into natural hillslope.

Context 109
1
3
4

gritty, yellowish-grey, compacted clay.
natural
100, 103

Context 110
1
3
4
5

clay loam, dark reddish-grey with orange flecking, of loose consistency, and with
80% coarse content. Backfill of flue.
natural
101
burnt limestone, burnt sandstone, coal, charcoal, faunal teeth and mandible
fragments

Context 200
1
2
3

clay loam, very dark brown and friable, with 15% coarse content. Topsoil.
70mm-100mm
201
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Context 201
1
2
3
4
5

clay loam, dark reddish-brown, friable, with 85% coarse content. Rubble spread.
300mm
202, 204, 205, 206, 207
200
charcoal, burnt limestone

Context 202
1
2
3
4
5
6

clay loam, very dark brown, friable, with 90% coarse content. Upper backfill of
bowl.
130mm
203, 205
201
burnt limestone, burnt sandstone, wire objects, stud nail
1701, 1701

Context 203
1
2
3
4
5

clay loam, reddish-brown, friable, with no coarse content. Middle backfill of
bowl.
130mm
205
202
burnt limestone, burnt soil

Context 204
1
2
3
4
5

gritty and very fine brown deposit. Rake-out from kiln flue.
400mm
209
201
burnt limestone, burnt sandstone

Context 205
1
2
3
4

friable, white, burnt lime residue in the lower part of the kiln bowl.
50mm-250mm
209
202, 203
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Context 206
1
2
3
4
5

gritty, fine, red material, the residue of the kiln’s last firing episode.
130mm
natural
201
burnt material, unidentifiable

Context 207
1
2
3
4

large limestone boulders thrown into the kiln bowl post-abandonment to help
level the site.
200mm
208
203

Context 208
1
3
4
5
6

clay loam, very dark grey, friable and very fine, forming the lowest fill of the kiln
stoke-hole after the last firing.
natural
207
charcoal, partial horse skeleton
1605, 1606, 1610, 1700

Context 209
1
2
3
4
5

gritty and friable, black burnt soil from firing episodes of the kiln, subdivided into
6 sub-contexts, alternately black and reddish-brown with burnt lime residue.
maximum 330mm
natural
205
charcoal, burnt soil, burnt lime

Context 210
B
C
D
E
F
G
I

bowl-shaped
sharp
40 degrees, composed of compacted clay
sharp
uneven, set onto bedrock
NNE-SSW
cut for creating the original kiln bowl
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Context 211
I

base of bowl

Context 300
1
2
3

sticky, black clay loam with 50% coarse content. Topsoil.
50mm-250mm
301

Context 301
1
2
3
4
5
6

clay loam, friable, black with 85% coarse content. Rubble infill from the
backfilling of the kiln after abandonment.
50mm-250mm
302, 203
300
burnt limestone, burnt sandstone, burnt lime, slag, charcoal
1603

Context 302
1
2
3
4
5
6

gritty, yellowish-red material, highly compacted but friable when disturbed,
interpreted as burnt material within the bowl backfill.
230mm-270mm
306
301
burnt limestone, burnt clay, charcoal
1608

Context 303
I

stone-built structure capping the kiln stoke-hole/feather consisting of 7 limestone
slabs laid parallel across the conduit, 520mm in average width, set on sandstone
slabs. Two capstones were not in situ.

Context 304
1
2
3
4
5

gritty, white lime and black ash within the stoke-hole, the residue of the last kiln
firing.
320mm
natural
303
burnt lime and ash
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Context 305
1
3
4

grey clay, very sticky, forming the bowl wall with 90% coarse content being
stones pressed into the clay as revetting.
natural
300, 301

Context 306
1
3
4

sticky clay, dark olive grey, with only 2% coarse content, being the base of the
bowl.
natural
302

Context 400
1
2
3
5

rendzina, dark greyish-brown, with 50% coarse content. Topsoil.
70mm maximum
401
clay pipe stem, modern metal washer, pot sherd

Context 401
1
2
3
4

very dark greyish-brown, crumbly material with 40% coarse content, interpreted
as a rubble spread from filling in and levelling off the site.
140mm
402, 403, 405
400

Context 402
A
B
C
D
E
F
I

circular
cone-shaped
sharp
steeply sloping
sharp
flat
wall of the last phase bowl
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Context 403
1
2
3
4
5
6

crumbly and gritty black soil with 20% coarse content, interpreted as the upper
backfill of the last phase bowl after its abandonment.
average 250mm
404
401
charcoal
1611

Context 404
1
2
3
4
5
6

gritty and well-compacted burnt lime and ash, the residue of the last firing of the
last phase of the kiln.
740mm
409
403
charcoal
1612

Context 405
1
2
3
4
5
6

friable, gritty, black material, the backfill of the phase 1 bowl.
1.10m
410
401
black glass sherd, bone fragment
1703, 1704

Context 406
1
2
3
4

gritty, friable, red burnt material resulting from a firing episode of the kiln.
130mm-300mm
407
401

Context 407
A
B
C
D
E
F
I

circular
bowl-shaped
sharp
40 degrees from the horizontal, crudely stone-faced
sharp
disturbed by construction of the phase 2 bowl
cut for the wall of the phase 1 kiln bowl
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Context 408
A
B
C
D
E
F
I

circular
bowl-shaped
sharp
55 degrees from the horizontal on the west face; 70 degrees on the east
sharp
disturbed by construction of the phase 2 kiln bowl
the wall of the phase 1 kiln bowl formed of crudely coursed limestone blocks

Context 409
1
2
3
4

solidified and compacted burnt lime putty with grey-black inclusions in the base
of the phase 2 bowl, being the solidified residue of the last firing.
600mm
bowl base
404

Context 410
1
2
3
4
5

loose and friable gritty black ash and white burnt lime, all deposited on the wall
of the phase 1 bowl during its last firings.
10mm-70mm
butts 408
405
charcoal

Context 500
1
loose, friable, gritty, very dark greyish-brown loam. Topsoil.
2
60mm-140mm
3
501, 503
Context 501
1

2
3
4
5

loose and friable, gritty, very dark greyish-brown loam with 40% coarse content,
interpreted as a rubble spread from filling in and levelling the kiln after
abandonment.
150mm
502, 504
500
burnt limestone, coal
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Context 502
1
2
3
4
5
6

loose, friable, gritty brown material interpreted as the upper backfill within the
bowl.
150mm
505, 506, 507, 509
501
burnt material
1614

Context 503
1
2
3
4

smooth, brown clayey lens being an upper bowl backfill that could not be
explained.
95mm
505
500, 501

Context 504
1
2
3
4

loose, gritty, brown loam within a circular stone feature, clearly laid after the kiln
had been abandoned, again impossible to interpret.
150mm
502
501

Context 505
1
2
3
4
5
6

friable, gritty, very dark greyish-brown material with 95% coarse content, being a
rubble spread formed by filling in the kiln bowl after abandonment.
150mm
507
502
faunal teeth
1615, 1616

Context 506
I
5
6

the uncapped but stone-lined flue of the kiln, extending beyond the bowl, offset
from the internal stoke-hole at an angle of 20 degrees.
bone
1617
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Context 507
1
2
3
4
5
6

friable, dark, gritty brown material interpreted as the bottom backfill of the bowl
after abandonment.
220mm
512
502, 505
burnt sandstone, burnt lime, charcoal
1618

Context 508
1
2
3
4
5
6

compacted, dark brown clay with no coarse material at all, the backfill of the kiln
flue.
460mm
natural
506
faunal tooth
1619, 1620

Context 509
I

a stone-built, internal stoke-hole/feather arrangement composed of limestone
capstones set on mainly limestone side footings with one sandstone footing.

Context 510
I

the cut for the kiln bowl carved out of the natural scree slope at the rear of the
kiln.

Context 511
I
5
6

the largely empty interior of the stoke-hole with some burnt lime residue from the
kiln’s last firing.
burnt lime, charcoal, partial disarticulated horse skeleton
1621, 1622

Context 512
I

the circular base of the kiln bowl, partly composed of a large slab of Helwith
Bridge blue slate running under the stoke-hole.
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Context 513
A
B
C
D
E
F
I

circular
bowl-shaped
sharp
random rubble limestone blocks set 50 degrees from the horizontal
sharp
flat
the bowl wall on the downslope side of the kiln

Context 600
1
2
3

very spongy and sticky, dark brown clay-silt. Topsoil washed in from the
surrounding slopes.
75mm
601

Context 601
1

2
3
4
5
6

smooth and well-compacted clay-silt, deep black in colour with some sandstone
inclusions. Rubble spread probably of natural origin existing before the bowl was
cut.
variable thickness, deepest in the centre of the bowl
602-608
600
worked chert, flint microburin
1706, 1707, 1708, 1712

Context 602
1
2
3
4
5

smooth and compacted clay-silt, red in colour, on the south side of the bowl.
Probably iron-rich silt washed into the empty bowl.
100mm
606
601
hammerstone, flint microburin

Context 603
1
3
4
5

loose and gritty silty-sand, dark yellowish-brown in colour, with small inclusions
of sandstone. A lens in the north-west sector of the bowl.
608
601
worked chert, flint microburin flake
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Context 604
I

a large, vertically set sandstone block forming part of the bowl wall in the northwest sector of the bowl, 480mm by 410mm by 180mm. Probably structural.

Context 605
1

2
3
4

loose and slightly gritty silty-clay, very dark greyish-brown in colour, on the
south side of the bowl. Interpreted as inwash material after the bowl was
abandoned.
700mm
natural
601, 602

Context 606
I

mixed rubble pressed into the bowl walls as revetting, except where 604 and 605
are located. Clearly created by the kiln’s operators.
Context 607
1
3
4

strongly cemented, gritty clay, brown in colour, with very small sandstone
fragments. A deposit forming the base of the bowl.
natural
601

Context 608
1
3
4

indurated, sticky and gritty silty-clay, dark yellowish-brown in colour, forming a
lens against the bowl wall.
natural
603

Context 700
1
2
3

loose, smooth silty-clay, deep black in colour, filling the entire bowl, interpreted
as peat washed into the bowl after abandonment.
maximum 1m
701

Context 701
I

a definite human deposit of sandstone boulders and cobbles laid around the bowl
wall to form a crude stone lining to the bowl.
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APPENDIX 2
Civil Parish

GAZETTEER OF CLAMP KILN SITES
NGR

Context

Geology

Status

Addingham

SE0811 5052 close to river
SE0811 5053 close to river

sandstone
sandstone

confirmed
confirmed

Askwith

SE1595 5023 by ind.building

glacial till

confirmed

Austwick

SD7821 6978
SD7630 6959
SD7821 6979
SD7709 7165
SD7719 7174
SD7981 7022
SD7493 6725

limestone
limestone
grits
limestone
limestone
limestone
sandstone

probable
probable
probable
probable
probable
probable
confirmed

Baildon

SE1516 4942 quarry

limestone

probable

Bordley

SD9253 6743 quarried area

limestone

probable

Clapham

SD7376 7078
SD7373 7078
SD7369 7079
SD7366 7082
SD7363 7083
SD7360 7085
SD7409 7088
SD7411 7085
SD7334 7082
SD7213 5023

limestone
limestone
limestone
limestone
limestone
limestone
limestone
limestone
limestone
sandstone

probable
probable
probable
confirmed
confirmed
probable
probable
probable
probable
putative

below scree
below scree
below scree
quarried ground
below scree
below scree
open plain

near quarry
near quarry
near quarry
near quarry
near quarry
near quarry
by quarry
by quarry
near quarry
moorland edge

Colsterdale

SE1349 8160 by quarry
SE1355 8156 by quarry

limestone
limestone

confirmed
confirmed

Dent

SD6831 8659
SD6828 8663
SD6836 8675
SD7215 8331
SD7212 8347

limestone
limestone
limestone
sandstone
sandstone

probable
probable
probable
putative
putative

Embsay w Eastby

SE0277 5402
SE0278 5402

limestone
limestone

confirmed
confirmed

in quarried area
in quarried area
in quarried area
by head dyke
by head dyke
-
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Gargrave

SD9317 5435 moated site

sandstone

confirmed

Giggleswick

SD7932 6578
SD8087 6698
SD8124 6579
SD793 629

Millstone grit
limestone
sandstone
limestone

putative
putative
putative
probable

Grassington

SE0060 6483 quarried area
SD9986 6510 by outcrops
SD9897 6515 by low scars

limestone
limestone
limestone

probable
probable
probable

Grinton

SE0523 9667
SE0516 9666
SE0512 9665
SE0512 9665

limestone
limestone
limestone
limestone

putative
probable
confirmed
probable

Halton East

SE0370 5387

limestone

confirmed

Horton in Ribb

SD8052 7572 near scree
SD8178 6933
-

limestone
gritstone

probable
putative

Ilkley

SE1279 4546
SE1284 4545
SE1292 4544
SE1299 4543
SE1305 4543
SE1317 4542

delfs
delfs
delfs
delfs
delfs
delfs

glacial till
glacial till
glacial till
glacial till
glacial till
glacial till

confirmed
confirmed
confirmed
confirmed
confirmed
confirmed

Ingleton

SD7038 7528
SD707 737
SD7191 7627
SD7107 7544
SD7233 7623
SD7237 7625
SD7087 7347
SD8135 8308
SD7229 7618

near scree
quarried ground
near scree
by quarry
R-B settlement
R-B settlement
by quarries
by quarries
?R-B settlement

limestone
limestone
limestone
limestone
limestone
limestone
limestone
limestone
limestone

probable
probable
probable
probable
probable
probable
probable
probable
confirmed

Ireby

SD65515 75772 edge of village
SD65520 75773 edge of village
SD65509 75746 edge of village

sandstone
sandstone
sandstone

probable
probable
possible

Lawkland

SD7887 6808 below scree
SD7890 6814 below scree
SD7918 6573 near outcrop
SD79700 67187 below scree

limestone
limestone
limestone
limestone

confirmed
probable
probable
probable

close to limestone
near quarry
near limest. quarry
quarried ground

in quarried area
in quarried area
in quarried area
in quarried area
-
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Leck

SD79701 67173 below scree
SD79705 67165 below scree
SD79411 68461 below scar

limestone
limestone
limestone

probable
probable
putative

SD6637 7814 below scar

limestone

probable

Malham Moor SD8807 6912 below scree

limestone

Melmerby

SE0661 8596

Rathmell

SD807

Sedbergh

SD6951 9143 quarried ground
SD6954 9140 quarried ground
SD8237 6130
SD8153 6133
SD8281 6221
SD8253 6207
-

Settle

-

575

probable

sandstone

confirmed

sandstone

confirmed

limestone
limestone
Millstone grit
Millstone grit
Millstone grit
Millstone grit

confirmed
confirmed
putative
putative
putative
putative

Stainforth

SD8064 6697 below scar
limestone
probable
SD8048 6723 near quarries
limestone
probable
SD8018 6743 near quarries
limestone
probable
SD8025 6767 near quarries limestone
probable
SD8296 7012 in quarried area
limestone
probable
SD8089 6664 near quarry
limestone
probable

Thornton in Craven

SD9132 4922 near quarries

Thornton in LonsdaleSD6822 7467 near quarry
SD6633 7579 near later draw kiln
SD6919 7374 R-B settlement
SD6731 7415 ?R-B settlement
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limestone

probable

limestone
sandstone
glacial till
sandstone

probable
putative
confirmed
putative

APPENDIX 3
Assessment of the faunal remains from the excavations from the Sow Kiln
Project, SKP 05 NC and SKP 05 FN.
Site Code:

SKP 05 NC
SKP 05 FN

by Charlie Dean
Summary
A small amount of animal bone was recovered from the interior of two clamp kilns, one at
The Hagg, Newby Cote, and the other from Feizor Nick, Lawkland, during excavations by
Ingleborough Archaeology Group, and was submitted to Charlie Dean for a zooarchaeological

analysis.

The majority of fragments recovered were either horse or large mammal. A number of bones
were unidentifiable due to the degree of fragmentation. The remains come from six contexts,
one from The Hagg and five from Feizor Nick. All contexts appear to be of seventeenth
century date, and radiocarbon 14 dating may confirm this.

All of the bones, with the exception of part of the horse pelvis from The Hagg, were well
preserved. There was very little evidence of burning and no evidence of deliberate butchery.
Two elements, a horse femur from The Hagg and a horse atlas from Feizor Nick, may have
been gnawed. There was a small amount of root etching evident on the bones from both
sites. The majority of bones showed no visible signs of taphonomic processes occurring.

Both horses were at least six years old, and the wear on the teeth from The Hagg individual
suggest an age of around 15 years. Both individuals appear to be female. The remaining
fragments of (non-horse) bone were too small to identify or too few to draw any meaningful
conclusions.
The material from the kilns is interesting not so much in terms of the bones themselves, but
rather in terms of their position on the site and the manner in which they have been
deposited. Given the current lack of comparative material, the bones should be retained for
the foreseeable future.
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Assessment of the faunal remains from the excavations from the Sow Kiln Project,
SKP 05 NC.
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Introduction
Archaeological excavations were carried out by Ingleborough Archaeology Group at The
Hagg, Newby Cote (NGR SD7366 7082) and at Feizor Nick, Lawkland (SD7887 6807).

The deposits were probably of seventeenth century date, although it is hoped that
radiocarbon 14 dating will confirm or refute this.
A small amount of animal bone was recovered and submitted for analysis.

Method
The hand collected vertebrate remains data were directly entered into an Access database.
Subjective records were made of the state of preservation of fragments, as well as evidence
of gnawing, burning, butchery, fresh breaks and root etching where applicable.

Fragments were identified to species using the University of York modern comparative
reference collection. The bones which could not be identified to species were described as
unidentified. Within this category distinctions were made between fragments belonging to
large mammals (cattle, horse, large cervid), medium mammals 1 (caprovid, pig, small
cervid), medium mammals 2 (cat, dog, hare) and totally unidentifiable (ui in Table 1).

Results
Animal bone from six contexts was submitted for analysis, amounting to 244 fragments, and
weighing 5272g. The two sites will be dealt with separately: The Hagg first, followed by
Feizor Nick.

The Hagg
One hundred and eighty eight fragments were recovered from this site, from one context
only, weighing 3777g.

Preservation
Preservation of the remains was good. Flakiness was only noted on one diagnostic element,
that of the pelvis. Even in this case, the flaky patch extended over less than 30% of the
surface area of the bone. There was no variability in the colour of the bones in the deposit:
all were a pale golden colour. The majority of the bones were unabraded and angular.
Modern damage to the bones was very much in evidence, and almost all of the diagnostic
elements showed some degree of damage.
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Fragmentation of the bones was high, with 40% of the fragments being completely
unidentifiable. However, 43% of the remaining bones were identifiable to large mammal, and
these included a thoracic vertebra, five lumbar vertebrae and sixty-one skull fragments. It
would not be unreasonable to presume that these fragments were part of the same individual
whose legs and pelvic girdle survive.
Taphonomy
One element showed definite evidence of root etching, and another possible evidence of root
etching. Possible canid gnawing was identified on one of the horse femora. This same femur
also had possible evidence of burning on the distal end, but it was difficult to determine
whether this was really burning or just soil staining. No other elements showed any evidence
of burning.

One element, the horse phalange, showed possible signs of abrasion on both the anterior
and posterior faces. It is difficult to determine what had caused this effect, but it may be due
to root action, gnawing or over zealous cleaning.

The majority of elements recovered showed no signs of any taphonomic processes occurring
on the bones.
Butchery marks
There were no butchery marks evident on the bones.

Species identified
Only one species was definitely identified from this site, that of Equus caballus (horse) (see
Table 1). The rest of the bones were either completely unidentifiable, or were only
identifiable as large mammal, which in this case was probably horse.

Pathology
No evidence for any pathologies was found on the bones, and this individual, although fully
adult, was not suffering from any diseases that would leave marks on the bones when it died,
eg arthritic or chronic sceptic conditions.
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The occlusal surface of one of the upper premolars had been worn into an unusual shape:
the surface was flat for about half of the width of the tooth and then rose at an angle of 45
degrees. The reason for this is unknown.

Metrical analysis
Five fragments were suitable for metrical analysis following Von den Driesch (1976),
including the femora and tibae (see Table 4). Measurements taken from the femur and the
tibia allowed the withers height (the highest part of the back of the horse, behind the neck
between the shoulders) of the horse to be reconstructed. Kiesewalter’s regression formula
(1888, in Von den Driesch 1976) gave a height of 134.8cm using the femur, and 136.1cm
using the tibia, suggesting a withers height of around 135cm.

Sexing
Sexing horses is very difficult with small sample sizes, given the relative lack of sexual
dimorphism in the species (Levine, pers.comm.). Although both sides of the pelvis survive,
they are in a fragmentary state, which makes determining the sex of the animal difficult.
However, despite the survival of the pelvic girdle, no penis bone was found, which may
suggest that the individual was female. No canine teeth were recovered from this site either,
and since males always have well developed canine teeth, this lends further credence to the
suggestion that the horse was female.
Age
This animal was fully adult in terms of fusion of the epiphyses; all of the bones which should
have had epiphyses present had them and were fully fused. This suggests that the individual
was at least 6 years old, owing to the fusion of the cervical vertebra (Bennett 2005). The
teeth that were present and examined were all in wear. This suggests an age of at least 5
and a half years for the animal (Hillson 2005:240), since the third incisor comes into wear
between 4 and 5 and a half years. However, the degree of wear on the teeth suggests a
much greater age for the individual of mid-teens (K. Hardy, pers.comm.). Taken together, it
appears that this animal was somewhere between 6 and 15 years old when it died, but was
most likely to be at the upper end of this age range.

Feizor Nick
A total of fifty six fragments were recovered from this site, coming from five contexts, and
weighing 1495g.
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Preservation
Preservation of the remains was good, with no flakiness of the bones. There was no intra or
inter deposit variability in the colour of the bones: all were a pale golden colour. The bones
were unabraded and angular, and modern damage was in evidence on some of the bones.

Fragmentation of the bones was high, with 57% of the fragments being completely
unidentifiable.
Taphonomy
There was little evidence of root etching and gnawing, and no evidence of burning. Part of
the femur of the horse from context 508 had been gnawed and probably also the atlas
vertebra. This atlas also showed evidence of root etching, and the sheep-sized femur
present in the same context showed possible signs of root etching. The large mammal pelvis
fragment from context 506 also showed evidence of root etching.

The majority of elements recovered showed no signs of any taphonomic processes occurring
on the bones.

Butchery marks
There were no butchery marks evident on the bones.
Species identified (Table 2 and 3)
Context 505
Eleven unidentified fragments were recovered from this context. The remaining 7 fragments
were sheep/goat and were all related to the mouth: one mandible was present, and six
molars or premolars. One of the premolars was a deciduous tooth and came from a young
animal.

Context 506
Six unidentifiable fragments were present in this context, as well as a large mammal pelvis
fragment, a pubic symphasis possibly from the other side of the pelvis present in context
511.

Context 507
One sheep-sized incisor was recovered from this context. Eleven unidentifiable fragments
were also recovered.
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Context 508
Four unidentifiable fragments and two teeth were recovered from this context. One of these
was a sheep/goat premolar, the other a horse incisor.

Context 511
This context contained the horse (Equus caballus) remains. Eleven fragments of horse were
present, representing seven elements. As with the individual from The Hagg, only certain,
apparently carefully selected elements seemed to be present: the head and neck, a back leg
and the pelvis.

One unidentified fragment and one medium mammal fragment (probably sheep) were also
present.

Pathology
There was no evidence of pathology in this assemblage.

Metrical analysis
Four fragments were suitable for metrical analysis following Von den Driesch (1976),
including the femur and the pelvis (see Table 4). Unlike the horse from The Hagg, the height
of the individual from Feizor Nick could not be assessed due to the fact that there was some
damage at the extremities of the bones required for analysis. Measurements could not be
taken.

Sexing
At Feizor Nick, only one side of the pelvis survived. As with the individual from The Hagg, no
penis bone was found, which may suggest that the individual was female. However, given
the deliberate selection of particular parts, it may simply be the case that the penis was
discarded along with the rest of the elements that are not present in this context. No canine
teeth were present in the deposit, nor were there any sockets in maxilla of the horse for
canines either, which again suggests that the individual was female (Hillson 2005,126).

Age
The horse was fully adult in terms of fusion of the epiphyses when it died; all of the bones
which should have had epiphyses present had them and were fully fused. As with The Hagg
horse, there was no porosity on the bones, suggesting that the individual was not a juvenile.
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The two third maxilliary incisors had a fair amount of wear on them, confirming that the
animal was over six years old. The fusion of the bones and the wear on the teeth suggest an
age of over six years old for the individual.

The sheep/goat mandible from context 505 came from a young animal, as suggested by the
presence of deciduous dentition in the mandible and the porosity of the bone.
Discussion
These sites yielded a small assemblage of bone which is well preserved. The remains from
contexts 208 and 511 are mainly horse fragments which are the most interesting parts of this
assemblage: the remaining bones are too fragmented to analyse in any detail, and given
their paucity and fragmentary nature, are likely to be residual material.

In both cases, deliberate selection seems to have taken place in terms of the elements
present. In the case of the animal from The Hagg, several groups of elements are missing;
namely the pectoral girdle, the front legs, and the ribs. Although the skull does not survive in
one piece, fragments from all parts are present, including part of the zygomatic arch, the
auditory bullae and the occipital condyles.

The horse from Feizor Nick is represented by fewer elements than the Hagg horse: one
femur, half of the pelvis, some vertebra and a tarsal, as well as the maxilla and a few skull
fragments.

In both sites, then, there seems to be the deliberate selection of head elements, part of the
vertebral column, the pelvis and the hind limb.

Whether the missing elements were present in the deposit at some point is difficult to
determine. However, the well preserved nature of the deposit might suggest that those
elements which are missing were never present: it seems somewhat unlikely that the hind
limb should survive, whilst the fore limbs, of similar size, shape and robusticity do not.

Absence of small mammal or amphibian remains may suggest that the features did not
remain open for any great length of time, although such elements would be small and may
have been missed, as the material was hand collected. Both horses may have been exposed
for a short time however, as there is some evidence of gnawing on the bones.
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The presence of particular groups of elements in the feature and its seemingly rapid
backfilling suggest that the placing of the animals in the features was deliberate.

There are no exact parallels for this type of deposit in Britain. Horse skulls are sometimes
deliberately buried under floors, either as foundation deposits or to improve the acoustics of
a building (Merryfield 1987,118 and 123-6). Moreover, where more complete examples of
horses have been found in a ritual context, they have been of considerably earlier date, ie,
Iron Age, Roman or Viking (Merryfield 1987, 31, 66, and 107). Given the representation of a
wider range of elements than just the skull and the comparatively late date of the deposit,
neither of these explanations is satisfactory.

Considering the context in which the bones were found, ie the lime kilns themselves, animals
and humans are sometimes found in the kilns. In these cases, it is usually because the
unfortunate animal or human has fallen in rather than being deliberately deposited. If the
horses had fallen into the kilns, one would expect to find all the main groups of bone. The
photographs of the position of the bones during excavation further negate this theory,
showing that they were deliberately placed in the kiln.

This deposit appears to be unique in Britain: there are no exact parallels in any published
literature, and the late date of the deposit is problematic. The function of the deposits is
unknown: foundation deposits are relatively common, but deposits placed after the features
have gone out of use are rarer. Perhaps the intention of those who put the bones in the kiln
was to ‘close’ the kiln or to protect the ‘dead’ space with the intention of coming back at
some point and reopening and reusing it (Hoggard, pers.comm.). It is also possible that the
horses are in some way connected with the Romany culture: horses are an important part of
their way of life and there was a large itinerant Romany population in the area at the time,
who may have been working the lime kilns. Given the lack of comparable examples, it is
impossible to be certain.

Recommendations
The material from the lime kilns is of value, not so much in terms of intrinsic interest in the
bones, but because of the way in which the bones were deposited. Given the relative lack of
study of post-medieval lime kilns, this deposit does seem to be almost unique in Britain in
terms of our current knowledge. These bones should be retained for the foreseeable future.
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Table 1 showing the number of elements recovered per species, and their skeletal position
for context 208.

Element
Atlas
Cervical vertebra
Femur
Incisor (loose)
Lumbar vertebra
Molar (loose)
Pelvis fragments
Phalange 1
Sacrum
Skull fragments
Thoracic vertebra
Tibia
Unidentified
Grand Total

Species
Horse

Large mammal

Unidentified

Grand Total

1
3
2
6

1
3
2
6
5
12
8
1
2
83
1
3
62
189

5
12
8
1
2
61
1

22

3
38

67

62
84

Table 2 showing the number of elements recovered per species, and their skeletal position
for context 511.
Species
Element
Atlas
Astragalus
Cervical
Femur
Incisor (loose)
Incisor (in maxilla)
Maxilla
Pelvis
Skull fragments
Unidentified
Grand Total

Horse
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
4
2

Sheep sized mammal

1

1
1
1
2

14

1

1
4
2
1
16
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Unidentified

1
1

Grand Total

Table 3 showing the number of elements recovered per species, and their skeletal position
for Feizor Nick bones, excluding context 511
Context/
Species
element
Deciduous
pre molar 4
Incisor
Molar 1or 2
Molar 3
Mandible
Pelvis
Pre molar
Tooth
enamel
Unidentified
Total

505
sheep/goat
(sh/g)

sh/g

Unidentified
(Ui)

506
large
mammal

507
Ui

mm1

508
Ui

horse

Total
sh/g

Ui

1
1

1
2
3
1
1
1
2

1

3
1
1
1
1

5

1

2

1
10
11

1
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6
6

1

11
11

1

1

4
4

1
31
43

Table 4 Measurements of the horse elements in mm (after Von den Driesch 1976)
Element

The Hagg

Feizor Nick

71.70

X

Atlas
H
BFcr
BFcd

86.25
79.18

85.23

SBI

X

24.70

SB

X

36.48

GBA

X

65.76

LA

60.85

68.10

LAR

51.90

66.80

GLC

R 3450 L 3480

X

GL

R 3750 L 3850

X

SD

R 42.80 L 42.03

41.81

Bd

R 91.46 L 89.19

X

Bp

109.39

X

Dc

R 52.88 L 53.64

57.81

LI

3180

X

Bp

86.92

X

GL

3450

X

Bd

68.09

X

Dd

44.7

X

GB

X

64.11

GH

X

60.84

LmT

X

62.01

Pelvis

Femur

Tibia

Astragalus

83

84

85

86

87

88

89
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Appendix 6 The miniaturised ‘button method’
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Fig. 1 Clamp kiln sites in North Craven
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Fig. 6 Site 1, Chapel-le-Dale, magnetometry trace
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Fig. 7 Schematic reconstruction of the kiln at Site 1, Trench 1,
Chapel-le-Dale. Drawn by Jill Sykes
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Fig. 8 Site 1, drawing no.1501, plan showing
Contexts 102, 103, 104, 105, 106

101

Fig. 9 Site 1, Trench 1, Chapel-le-Dale, kiln fill

102

Fig. 10 Site 2, Newby Cote, magnetometry trace
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Fig. 11 Site 2, Trench 2, drawing no.1515 showing east-facing
section of kiln fill
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Fig. 12 Bone assemblage from Site 2, Trench 2, Newby Cote

Fig. 13 Capstones of stoke-hole, Site 2, Trench 3, Newby Cote
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Fig. 14 Quarry serving row of kilns, Site 2, Newby Cote
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Fig. 15 Site 3, drawing no.1516 showing north-facing section of kiln bowls
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Fig. 16 Inner and outer bowls, Site 3, Trench 4, Threapland
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Fig. 17 Site 3, Trench 4, Threapland, kiln fill
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Fig. 18 Pre-excavation earthwork, Site 4, Trench 5, Feizor Nick
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Fig. 19 Site 4, Trench 5, Feizor Nick, magnetometry trace
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Fig. 20 Bone assemblage from Site 4, Trench 5, Feizor Nick
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Fig. 21 Site 5, Trench 6, Sowkiln Gill, magnetometry trace
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